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Chapter 1
Introduction
Particle astrophysics is the application of particle physics to the study of the high energy uni-
verse. Through the detection of messenger particles, like photons (γ-rays), neutrinos and protons
or nuclei, the most extreme environments and events, for example, active galactic nuclei or
supernovae, can be studied.
While the observation of these messengers gives information from distant and violent places,
they also constitute a test of our understanding of particle physics. Every step along the way,
from the production at the source, the propagation through space, to the arrival at Earth, is
determined by the laws of particle physics.
For protons and nuclei the interactions with matter are called hadronic interactions. While
these interactions are in principle described by the quantum field theory of color charged quarks
and gluons, Quantumchromodynamics, in the Standard Model of particle physics, the outcome
of an interaction currently can only be calculated for collisions at small distances.
In order to make predictions for the flux of hadrons produced by an astrophysical source,
to calculate the attenuation of the flux due to interactions with the interstellar medium or to
interpret the measurement of the particle shower that is produced when the hadron enters the
atmosphere, hadronic interactions have to be accounted for at every step along the way.
Predictions are typically calculated with the help of Monte Carlo event generators, also called
interaction models. These models represent the current understanding of hadronic interactions
and form a link between particle physics and astrophysics. Laboratory experiments on Earth are
limited in energy and typically are conducted using protons. The application in astrophysical
scenarios, on the other hand, requires the models to make predictions for higher energies than
could ever be reached by man-made accelerators, while also using particle configurations that
are rarely probed in experiment. The knowledge gained in accelerator experiments has to be
transferred to collisions between different particles and extrapolated to high energies and dif-
ferent regions of phase space. The hadronic interaction models therefore also introduce a large
uncertainty.
Two concrete problems that concern two of the astrophysical messengers, cosmic rays and
neutrinos, and that are related to hadronic interactions, are the prediction of the number of
muons in extensive air showers and the prediction of the flux of high energy neutrinos in the
atmosphere.
In the case of air showers, the problem appears in the interpretation of the shower mea-
surements in terms of the energy and mass of the primary cosmic ray particles. Based on the
predictions from current interaction models, different observables do not give a consistent in-
terpretation in terms of mass composition. The discrepancies can be explained by assuming
that the number of muons in simulated air showers is too low, which means some aspect of the
hadronic interaction is misrepresented in the models. Alternatively, new processes at high energy
that are not included in the standard model could lead to these discrepancies. Also without the
information whether the particles with the highest energies in the universe are protons or nuclei,
their origin cannot be explained.
For the measurement of neutrinos, the problem is that decays of short-lived particles in the
atmosphere produce a background of high energy neutrinos that can not always be separated
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from the astrophysical flux. In order to subtract this background, it has to be known as accurately
as possible. One type of short-lived hadrons that decay into neutrinos are charmed hadrons,
which are not yet included in current hadronic interaction models.
One of the hadronic interaction models used in particle astrophysics is Sibyll. It was one of
the first models based on a microscopic picture of hadron interactions. The essential features in
the early versions were multi-parton interaction in the form of minijets and string fragmentation.
In the extension to the current version, Sibyll 2.1, soft interactions, diffraction dissociation and
an effective saturation model were added. It was tuned to low energy fixed-target and TeVatron
data.
In this work, extensions to the model, that were motivated by the problems with the mea-
surements of high energy cosmic rays and neutrinos, are developed and discussed. The aim is
to produce a model that reproduces the essential features of hadronic multiparticle production
and makes consistent predictions for extensive air showers and atmospheric fluxes.
First (Sect. 2) the mechanisms of particle production in the atmosphere and hadronic inter-
actions, in general, are discussed. Then the microscopic model of hadronic particle production
that is used in Sibyll is introduced in Sect. 3.
In the main part, the model extensions are presented. Since each new accelerator measure-
ment at high energy, tests and improves the extrapolation, the update of the cross section in-
cluding the LHC measurements is discussed first (Sect. 4.1). A new model for the treatment of
leading particles in Sibyll, so-called beam remnant formation, is introduced next (Sect. 5). Both
the remnant model and the charm model, that is presented in Sect. 6, have a large influence on
the flux of atmospheric muons and neutrinos.
With regard to the discrepancy in the number of muons in air showers, the retuning of
certain processes that were deemed important for the production of muons in air showers is
discussed in Sect. 7. Since the interactions in the atmosphere occur between hadrons and nuclei,
the basic hadron-proton model is translated in Sibyll to nuclei by considering the effects of
multiple target nucleons in one interaction. In this thesis this approach is extended to include
intermediate states of the hadrons as described in Sect. 8. Comparisons of the predictions of the
resulting new model with laboratory measurements are presented in Sect. 9. An update of the
predictions for air shower observables and their uncertainty are discussed in Sect. 10. Finally, the
main results of this thesis are summarized in Sect. 11.
Chapter 2
Cosmic rays, extensive air showers
and hadronic interactions
2.1 Cosmic rays
Cosmic rays (CR) are relativistic particles that reach the Earth from outside the solar system.
Their masses, in principle, range from single nucleons (A = 1) to the heaviest long-lived nuclei
(A ∼ O(200)). Since the abundance is much lower for any nucleus beyond iron, usually only
nuclei up to iron (A = 56) are considered. The energy spectrum of the total flux of these particles
is shown in Fig. 2.1. The spectrum has the general shape of a power law, it is steeply falling and
extends over many orders of magnitude in flux and energy. To improve readability the flux is
scaled by a factor E2.5 in Fig. 2.1.
The spectrum contains several features. There are two evident breaks in the slope of the
spectrum (power-law: Φ ∼ Eγ, slope: γ) and there seems to be a strong suppression at the
highest energies. These features probably can be explained in terms of effects in propagation,
the acceleration mechanisms at the sources and transitions between different source populations.
Typically there are multiple explanations and models for each feature [2].
In order to discriminate the models, more information is needed. An observable that could
help distinguish models, would be the individual fluxes Φi of each particle species (mass), the so-
called mass composition. The problem is that, at high energies, cosmic rays can only be measured
indirectly through the detection of extensive air showers (EAS). The mass composition then has to
be inferred from the measured properties of the air showers.
At this point hadronic interactions come into play. Since the energies reached by cosmic rays
by far exceed the energies obtainable with accelerators on Earth (see upper axis in Fig. 2.1),
hadronic interactions introduce some additional uncertainty in the interpretation of air shower
observables. The connection between properties of hadronic interactions and air shower observ-
ables will be discussed further in Sect. 2.3. The current uncertainty of hadronic interactions and
the effect on EAS observables, one of the conclusions of this work, are presented in Sect. 10.
Depending on the different explanations for the features in the spectrum and the accompa-
nying mass composition, different fluxes for neutrinos and photons (γ-rays) are expected. In
particular high energy neutrinos (IceCube) can be expected to be strongly correlated with cosmic
ray protons through hadronic interactions (pion production and decay). Leptonic production of
neutrinos is suppressed compared to hadronic production by a factor gw/gs = O(10−5) from
the interactions alone. Only in some particular environments with high (energy) density, like
supernova explosions, electroweak production of neutrinos does play an important role.
For example, one scenario for the suppression of the flux of cosmic rays observed at high
energy is that due to the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) [3, 4] effect. It states that protons with
very large energy are subject to an additional process of energy loss, namely inelastic scattering
with photons of the cosmic microwave background. The threshold (also the peak) of the reaction
is determined by the ∆-resonance with a mass of 1.232 GeV/c2. Due to the low energy of the
CMB photons, the threshold energy for the protons is pushed to 60 EeV. Incidently this is the
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Figure 2.1: The all particle cosmic ray flux as a function of energy [1]. Data points in color represent
indirect measurements, in gray are direct balloon or satellite measurements. On the upper axis the
equivalent cm. energy of a proton is shown. The highest energetic particles correspond to
√
s ≃ 500 TeV
protons.
energy range where a strong suppression of the flux is observed in the CR spectrum. In the
decay of the ∆ resonance pions are produced (π0 : π+ = 2 : 1, see Tab. 5.1) that then decay into
photons and neutrinos, respectively. If the composition in the suppression region is dominated
by protons, one would therefore expect a certain flux of secondary neutrinos and photons at
high energy. High energy photons are also susceptible to interactions with background photon
fields (e+e− pair threshold is even lower), so they might not propagate very far. The high energy
GZK neutrinos, on the other hand might well reach Earth. After the discovery of astrophysical
neutrinos of high energy by IceCube [5], this kind of multi messenger analysis has all the markings
of a good tool to study the features of the cosmic ray sources and the high energy universe.
2.2 Hadronic interactions
2.2.1 Parton model
The question of the structure of the proton (hadrons) has determined the field of high energy
physics during the last century. The contemporary answer is: "At what scale?" meaning it de-
pends on the scale at which one is looking.
On small scales hadrons were shown to be composite objects made up of quarks and gluons.
The interaction of these can be described by a quantum field theory, Quantumchromodynamics
(QCD). On larger scales, the description of the hadron through a collection of point-like partons
(quarks and gluons) seems to become inadequate. At least the interactions can not be described
mathematically in a sensible way in terms of partons. The picture is that, at large scales, groups
of partons interact collectively.
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Figure 2.2: Left: Standard model cross sections at the LHC [6]. Hadronic interaction, in this context
roughly speaking, refers to all the processes that make up the difference between the total cross section
and bottom production in the plot. Right: Schematic picture of hadrons at high energy. The number
of partons drawn resembles the number of binary parton scatterings that can occur.
While colliding hadrons, in principle, can interact via any of the interactions in the Standard
Model, the term hadron interaction typically only refers to the subset of strong interactions. In
Fig. 2.2 various cross sections for processes in pp collisions are shown as a function of center-of-
mass energy. Hadron interactions in the narrow sense, are the interactions that make up the bulk
of the total cross section. Bottom production (second line from the top) is already quite rare.
From the geometry of the situation, some general features of hadron collisions can already be
derived. In the center-of-mass frame of reference (cm. frame), by definition, the colliding hadrons
have the same but opposite momenta. It is customary in high energy physics to choose the z-axis
along the direction of the momentum of the colliding particles, so that the 4-momentum in the
cm. frame is pi = (Ei, 0, 0,±pz). The hadron with momentum +pz will be called the beam, the
one with −pz target. The total energy in the center-of-mass frame (cm. energy, Ecm) is usually
expressed in terms of the Lorentz-invariant variable
√
s, with
s = (pbeam + ptarget)
2
= (Ebeam + Etarget)
2
= E2cm . (2.1)
In this frame, the x and y components of the momenta on parton level have to add up to
zero but individually they can still be non-vanishing. In fact the limited size of the hadron of
∼ 1 fm in combination with the uncertainty relation (∆(x, y)∆(px, py) ∼ 1) means the partons




y of the order of 0.4 GeV. The
collisions of interest here, have energies well within the relativistic regime (Ecm ≫ mbeam). The
lowest energies of interest here are encountered in fixed target experiments where typical cm.
energies are in the order of 20 GeV. The highest energies that can be studied in the laboratory
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are currently reached at the LHC with 13 TeV. Ultra-high energy cosmic rays have been observed
up to cm. energies of 500 TeV (see upper axis in Fig. 2.1). The Lorentz factors γ = Ei/mi for
protons (mp ∼ 1 GeV) in these cases are: 20 , 13000 and 5 · 105 . The Lorentz contraction along
the direction of motion is correspondingly large, so that the hadron at high energy has to be
pictured as a narrow disk of partons (see Fig. 2.2-right).
Along z, the longitudinal direction, parton momenta can range from around zero to the order
of the hadron momentum. This difference in scale between the initial conditions in the transverse
and longitudinal direction is also present in the final state. There are typically a few particles
produced with very large momentum along the beam direction and many particles with low
momentum (relative to pz) transverse to the beam. The distributions in different phase space
variables are discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.2.3.
2.2.2 Event types
Interactions of hadrons can be separated into two different categories (see Fig. 2.3). Interac-
tions where the final state particles are the same as the initial state particles are called elastic
interactions.
A + B → A + B (2.2)
In combination with momentum and energy conservation only the direction of the momentum
vector can be changed in these interactions. In the parton picture, elastic interaction requires
the coherent interaction of all partons of one hadron with the partons in the other hadron. This
becomes more unlikely with increasing energy where there is enough phase space available for
hard interactions to occur so one expects the fraction of interactions that are elastic to decrease
with energy. The probability of interaction is usually expressed in cross sections, so the separation
of interactions is written as
σtot = σela + σinel (2.3)
and the requirement for coherent interaction in elastic scattering means σela/σtot decreases.
Interactions where there are additional or different particles produced in the final state are
called inelastic interactions.
A + B → A
′
+ B + C + · · ·
In general these can be seen as the exchange of energy, momentum and any quantum number
between the colliding hadrons. Along these exchanges inelastic interactions can be further
separated into two categories: diffractive and non-diffractive interactions.
In diffractive interactions (more completely: interactions in which diffractive dissociation
occurs) only energy and momentum are exchanged between the hadrons and one (single diff.)
or both (double diff.) transition into an exited state. The subsequent decay of the excited state,
yields new particles (typically pions) and therefore the interaction is counted as an inelastic
process.




+ · · ·+ B
The similarities to the elastic process are nevertheless clear. Since the individual partons carry
various quantum numbers, in particular since gluons carry color, the interaction can not involve
the exchange of a single gluon or the scattering of a few quarks. Like elastic scattering diffractive
interactions require the coherent interaction of the hadrons. For the same reason as before the
fraction of diffractive events in inelastic scattering is therefore bound to decrease with energy.
The interference effects that can be seen due to the coherent nature of the interaction are of
course the reason it is called diffraction dissociation.
The rest of the interactions are non-diffractive. Here finally any number of independent gluons
or quarks can be exchanged, so that the hadrons are connected by multiple color fields that
fragment into new hadrons.
A + B → C + D + · · ·
Experimentally non-diffractive and diffractive interactions can only be distinguished to a
certain degree. Especially if the acceptance of the detectors does not cover the entire phase space.
For single diffractive events one typically looks for particle production on one side of phase
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elastic diffractive non-diffractive
Figure 2.3: Different event types in hadron interactions. Elastic, diff, and non-diff.
space. To distinguish non-diffractive and double diffractive events one can look for regions in
longitudinal phase space without particle production. Large gaps are more likely to come from
diffractive events.
2.2.3 Kinematic variables and phase space
To describe the final state of hadronic interactions different variables are used depending on the
process or phase space of interest. If one wants to study the structure of hadrons, the fundamental
interactions or wants to find new particles and interactions (Higgs, SuSy), the transverse phase
space is where to look.
For the study of air showers and hadronic interactions in astrophysical scenarios longitudinal
phase space is much more important, since this is where particles carry most of the energy. Also
one is interested in the typical interaction not the rare exception.
Feynman-x
The fraction of the maximal longitudinal momentum carried by a final state hadron in the center
of mass frame (c.m. frame) is the typical variable to describe longitudinal phase space. It is also





The law states that differential cross sections in hadron collisions at high energy are universal




= f (xF, p⊥) . (2.5)
Although it was shown in many experiments since then that Feynman scaling is violated in the
central region (xF h 0), it probably still holds for large xF, the so-called fragmentation region.
The reference frame in air showers is the laboratory, or fixed-target frame of reference (lab.
frame), where one of the collision partners, the target, is at rest. In that case the longitudinal





Lab. frame and c.m. frame are transformed into one another with a Lorentz boost. Applying




energy E, the relation of xF to xL is found to be










For small p⊥ and large xF, mT/E → 0 and xF can be replaced by xL, since the two are equal.
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Transverse Momentum p⊥






Since transverse momentum in the hadron initial state is zero, the distribution of final particles
in p⊥ is very steeply falling. Apart from the intrinsic p⊥ due to the localization of the wave
function to the hadron (O(0.5 GeV)), the partons can only acquire transverse momentum in the
scattering process. Turning the argument with the uncertainty relation in transverse space from
before around (∆b∆p⊥ ∼ 1), it is evident that large p⊥ means small length scales. The study of
parton interactions, searches for new partons or parton substructure, for these reasons, are all
carried out by looking at collisions with high p⊥ particles (p⊥ > 10 GeV).
The large scale structure of hadrons on the other hand determines the low p⊥ region.
Rapidity y















Under a boost along the axis it is defined with (here z), it changes simply by an additive term





Since this is similar to the behavior of angles in ordinary 3-space under rotation it can be seen
as a relativistic (4dim, Minkowski-space) angle. This simple transformation law is particularly
helpful when modeling hadron collisions with multiple parton interactions (MPI), since each
individual interaction is best described in the respective parton c.m. system, which can be
transformed to the hadron c.m. system by a boost along z.
The rapidity has a maximal value when p⊥ → 0, which is exactly fulfilled for the initial state













The final state particles therefore roughly range from −ymax to ymax. The exception are particles










In experiment it is not always possible to identify the particles so the y, since it requires the
mass of the particles, can not be calculated. Therefore the pseudorapidity η is used, which has the
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Figure 2.4: Energy and particle flow as a function of pseudorapidity at the LHC. The green bands
represent the coverage of different detector components. Plot by R. Ulrich.
As only the components of the momentum vector are used it is not surprising that η can be
exactly mapped to the scattering angle θ







With this definition not even the measurement of the momentum of the particles is required. All
that is needed is the track of the particle to get the scattering angle.
In contrast to the rapidity the range covered by the final state particles in pseudorapidity is
not limited (no mass to regulate the denominator in Eq. 2.14), but extends from −∞ to ∞.
The typical range covered by detectors at the LHC is shown in Fig. 2.4 on the top. The
maximal forward coverage can be achieved for neutral particles by placing a detector between
the beam pipes, which corresponds to η → ∞. The large multipurpose detectors, CMS and
ATLAS, only cover |η| . 3. This reflects the fact that these detectors were designed to look for
new physics by probing the smallest scales, which necessarily means measuring large p⊥ and
small (pseudo)rapidities (∆p⊥∆b ∼ 1).
Air showers on the other hand are most sensitive to large rapidities. One way this can be
seen is by noting that particle production appears in the cascade equations (more in next section,
Sect. 2.3), with a factor of xL, which gives large xL h xF more weight. Another way of seeing this
is by looking at where particles carry the most energy in an interaction.
In Fig. 2.4 on the bottom the energy flow dE/dη and particle production dN/dη are shown
together as a function of the pseudorapidity. While most particles are produced in the central
rapidity region, the bulk of the energy is carried by just a few particles in the forward region.
Comparing to the acceptance of the detectors at the LHC, the bulk of the energy flow lies outside
the acceptance for charged particle detection. Only neutral particles can be detected in the most
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forward direction. The curves shown here are for a c.m. energy of 14 TeV calculated with a
model. Measurements of the same quantities compared to Sibyll and other models can be seen
in Sect. 9.2.
Alternatively the rapidity can be defined through the differential equation (the solution to














Considering azimuthal symmetry the transverse plain can be simplified by introducing polar
















which is a common and convenient measure to show final state distributions in high energy
physics.
Multiplicity Nch
The multiplicity describes the number of charged particles per event. After the total cross section
it is probably the most basic (not necessarily simplest) thing to measure. Nevertheless it contains
some information about the structure of hadrons.
The emergence of jets and the associated violation of Feynman scaling at energies
√
s ≥
50 GeV, for example, manifests itself in the multiplicity distribution through the appearance of a
large tail towards high multiplicities.
The shape of the distribution as a whole is determined by the overlap of the hadron profiles.
Low multiplicity events can be seen as predominantly peripheral, high multiplicity events mostly
as central collisions.
2.3 Extensive air showers
This section gives a short introduction into the physics of air showers and the link to hadronic
interactions. It is based on the review by Engel et al. [1] and the textbook by Gaisser [8].
2.3.1 Development
The general features of air shower development can already be inferred from the properties
of pions. As pseudo scalar particles pions do not carry any spin, which makes them Bosons.
They are the lightest hadrons with masses of 139 MeV for the charged pions and 135 MeV for
the neutral. Being bosons and light, pions are produced in abundance in hadronic interactions.
At the ISR (
√
s = 53 GeV) for example, the average number of charged pions produced in a pp
interaction was measured to be 9.2 while the total number of charged particles was 10.5 [11].
Air showers are formed from many subsequent interactions. Except for the first few, individual
interactions do not matter much and fluctuations introduced by single interactions are averaged
out quickly. Pion production, in determining the average hadronic interaction, therefore also
plays a dominant role in air showers.
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Figure 2.5: Left: Longitudinal profiles in an air shower induced by a proton with primary energy
1019 eV (100 TeV cm.). Em. particles are more numerous than hadrons or muons, so they determine
the position of max. development. Hadronic particles and muons are more penetrating. In particular
muons can still be observed when other particles have been absorbed (e.g. in very inclined showers).
Right: Sketch of hadronic cascade in Heitler-Matthews model [9]. The model assumes only pions are
produced. At each step in the cascade the energy is shared equally among these pions. Figures from
Ref. [1]































Figure 2.6: Comparison of the decay and interaction lengths of different mesons [10].
Due to the different decay channels of charged and neutral pions, air showers develop in two
components: the electromagnetic and the hadronic component. Charged pions carry isospin, so
the only possible decay channel is via the weak interaction
π+ → µ+ + νµ
π− → µ− + ν̄µ .
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In principle the final state containing electrons is allowed as well, but it is strongly suppressed
due to parity. Since it is a weak decay the decay length in the rest frame is long, cτ0 = 7.8 m.
Neutral pions do not carry isospin (I, I3 = (1, 0)) and since they are the lightest hadrons the
dominant decay is via the electromagnetic interaction into two photons
π0 → γ + γ .
The decay length is accordingly short cτ0 = 25 nm.
Even though the decay length in the atmosphere is increased at high energy by the Lorentz
dilation l = cτ0 (E/m), neutral pions will almost always decay before reaching another nucleus
in the air to interact. The photons produced in the decay can only interact electromagnetically,
the dominant process being electron pair production. Electrons in turn are also most likely to
interact electromagnetically, and thus the electromagnetic cascade is formed.
Interaction probability as a function of distance is expressed by the interaction length, since
it depends on the surrounding matter it is usually written in units of g/cm2 by including the
local matter density λint = ρlint. Interaction probability microscopically is determined by the
cross section of the particle with the target material. It can be expressed as a length by including





Note that the final result is independent of the density, the target material enters solely through
the effective mass A mnuc. To compare interaction and decay, the decay length is also expressed
in units of g/cm2






In Fig. 2.6 the decay and interaction lengths of different particles in the atmosphere are shown.
The interaction length is approximately constant with energy (σprod ∼ ln s) and for pions it is
of the order of 120 g/cm2. The decay length on the other hand increases linearly with energy.
Because of the explicit dependence on the density in Eq. 2.21 the decay length changes slightly
according to the vertical position in the atmosphere. The energy at which a particle is more likely
to interact than to decay is called critical energy. For charged pions interaction is very likely at
energies larger than O(100 GeV). In each interaction they will produce more particles (pions)
and thus the hadronic cascade develops.
Neutral pions can be produced in any hadronic interaction, which means during the devel-
opment of the shower, energy is constantly transferred from the hadronic to the em. component
(see Fig. 2.5-right). The em. interaction in turn only rarely produces hadrons, so the energy
transfer is in one direction only. This means that after n ≈ 6 generations 90 % of the energy will
be in the em. component.
The interaction length of em. interactions, the radiation length, is only X0 = 37 g/cm
2 in air.
In combination with the low mass of the electrons this means the em. cascade develops more
rapidly in depth than the hadronic cascade and the total number of particles is dominated by
the em. cascade. Pions are only the dominating species within the hadronic component.
Upon reaching the critical energy, charged pions will decay and produce muons and neutrinos.
Within the remaining atmosphere neither muons nor neutrinos interact very often. Depending on
their energy the muons will eventually be stopped somewhere underground. Neutrinos, unless
at extremely high energy, will propagate through the Earth.
2.3.2 Observables
Longitudinal development
In Fig. 2.5 on the left, the number of particles in the different components of an air shower
are shown as a function of the depth, the so called longitudinal profile. Profiles are shown for
hadrons, muons, electrons and photons separately. The dominance of em. particles is quite
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evident. However, as easy as em. particles are produced they are absorbed again, a fact that is
reflected in the rapid decline of the particle number in the em. component after the maximum
in Fig. 2.5. The depth at which the maximal number of particles is reached in an air shower is
called shower maximum, denoted by Xmax.
Different primary particles produce slightly different air showers with different profiles. Since
the interactions within the bulk of the air shower are the same (em. and hadronic), the difference
is mostly due to the first interactions. The obvious difference between primary particles (protons
and nuclei), is size. The larger the nucleus is, the larger the cross section will be and therefore
the higher up in the atmosphere the first interaction will occur. This is one of the effects of the
primary particle.
The second is that, since the development of the air shower ceases when the energy of the
particles is below a certain threshold, that is when the energy has been dissipated, showers from
large nuclei will terminate after fewer generations than proton induced showers, because the
primary energy is initially distributed among several nucleons.
Air showers initiated by large nuclei therefore reach shower maximum at smaller atmospheric
depths (larger heights). Because of the large number of different particles and the large fluctu-
ations in the final state of hadronic interactions, the hadronic cascade is difficult to describe
analytically. As an approximation, based on the description of em. cascades, where the situa-
tion is more simple, because only two particles are involved (electrons and photons) and the
multiplicity is always two (bremsstrahlung and pair production), the hadronic cascade can be
modeled by assuming that:
• only pions are produced in hadronic interactions,
• the multiplicity is fixed ntot,
• charged and neutral pions are produced in the ratio 2:1.
• the energy is shared equally.
In this approximation, called the Heitler-Matthews model [9], the energy in the em. and hadronic














Assuming that the depth of shower maximum is determined by the em. component it can be
written as






The above equation is only correct within that model, but the general shape: primary interaction
length plus em. cascade proportional to ln (E0/A) also applies to full simulations [12], so the
effect of later interactions on Xmax is indeed small. The dependence on the primary mass number
through the factor A in the denominator is introduced assuming superposition, i.e. a shower
initiated by a nucleus A behaves like A parallel proton shower. Evidently this neglects possibility
of piece wise fragmentation of the nucleus (more see Sect. 3.5 and references therein).
The average depth of maximal development of air showers at a given energy, 〈Xmax〉, is one
of the observables used for the determination of the mass composition. The larger 〈Xmax〉 the
larger is the fraction of light nuclei in cosmic rays.
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= X0(1 − Bλ − Bn) . (2.24)




















































vertical showers at sea level
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Figure 2.7: Number of muons anad number of electrons in vertical air showers of different energy. The
contour lines represent regions in which a fixed fraction of showers with proton or iron primary lie.
The width of the contours then represent shower-to-shower fluctuations. Note that fluctuations are
reduced for nuclei. This is due to the superposition of individual nucleon sub showers. Electromagnetic
interactions inherently exhibit smaller fluctuations than hadronic interactions. Figure from Ref. [1].
If the multiplicity and interaction length in hadronic interactions were independent of energy
(Bλ = Bn = 0), then for a pure composition the elongation rate of CR air showers would be
the same as for photons (pure em. shower). Since the multiplicity and cross section have a small
energy dependence, De is always smaller than for photon showers (elongation rate theorem) [13].
This will be discussed further in the context of the discussion of the predictions for cosmic ray
interactions calculated with the new Sibyll (Sect. 10).
Experimentally the longitudinal development and Xmax are more or less directly accessible
through the energy deposit of em. particles in the atmosphere [14].
Particles at ground
In the vertical direction (inclination zero) the atmosphere has a depth of 1030 g/cm2 (sea level).
It increases with inclination by a factor 1/cos(θ), so that at θ = 60 ◦ the ground is reached after
traversing ≈ 2000 g/cm2 of matter. Observing air showers with different inclination at ground,
means one is effectively observing different stages in the development. Due to the very different
attenuation of em. particles and muons in the atmosphere the relative fraction of these particles
at ground changes with inclination but also with energy and between different primary particles.
Considering a fixed inclination and energy, e.g. vertical 1019 eV particle (profiles in Fig. 2.5), the
number of em. particles can be expected to be lower for a nucleus, since the maximum is reached
higher up and attenuation is stronger.
For muons the behavior is not so evident. In the Heitler model the number of muons depends
on the ratio of the primary energy to the energy where the cascade terminates and the ratio of










Adding the superposition model, the number of muons produced in each sub cascade is reduced
by a factor 1/Aα compared to the proton primary and increased by a factor A, corresponding
to the number of parallel cascades. The ratio of pion production α in the exponent was already
shown (ISR measurement) to have a value close to one (α ≈ 0.8 . . . 0.9 ), so the dependence of
the number of muons on the primary mass is small (O(1)) but positive.
This can be seen in Fig. 2.7, where the combined dependence of the number of particles at
ground on the primary energy and mass is shown. The number of electrons (drawn along x) is
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Figure 2.8: Sub showers and their influence on Xmax (left) and Nµ (right) [15].
lower for nuclei compared to protons which is in accordance with the stronger attenuation due
to the higher Xmax. The number of muons (drawn along y) in showers initiated by protons and
iron nuclei also differs but on a smaller scale.
As the figure suggests, the number of muons and electrons at ground is another observable
that can be used to determine the mass composition.
2.3.3 Link to properties of hadronic interactions
Having determined the observables of air showers that are sensitive to the properties of the
primary particle, the question is how do these observables depend on properties or observables
of hadronic interactions? And what is the influence of uncertainties in the hadronic interactions
on the air shower observables.
Xmax
From the previous discussion of the dependence of Xmax on the properties of the primary, it is
clear that the shower maximum depends mostly on the properties of the first few interactions.
Since, in real interactions the energy is not shared equally between the final state particles, but
rather a single particle usually emerges that still carries most of the energy (so-called leading par-
ticle effect (see Sect. 5)), the most important interactions for Xmax will be the first few interactions
of the leading particles, or in other words, the first highest energetic interactions.
Due to baryon number conservation and the fact that the primary particles are nucleons, the
leading particles are mostly nucleons and therefore the first highest energetic interactions are
proton-air interactions.
This dependency of Xmax on the first few interactions can be tested in simulations. In Fig. 2.8,
on the left, the longitudinal profile of the energy deposited in the atmosphere (dominated by
em.) of a 1019 eV proton is shown together with the contribution of the first 100 highest energy
interactions and individual sub showers [15]. Of the 100 highest energetic sub showers, one
dominates the profile and mostly determines the position of Xmax.
In terms of the properties of these first hadronic interactions, the balance between the number
of produced particles and the way the energy is shared among those particles will be important.
The variable to express the difference in energy between the leading particle and other produced
particles is called the inelasticity κ. It is defined as the fraction of the primary energy carried by




= 1 − Elead
E0
. (2.26)
In the model where the energy is shared equally between all particles the inelasticity would
be one, in case of elastic scattering (no additional particles produced) it would be zero. The
inelasticity in the general case is weakly linked to the multiplicity through energy conservation,
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since energy spent on particle production is not available for the leading particle. The non-
leading particles, that make up most of the multiplicity, are centrally produced, which means
they carry low momentum fractions and therefore take not much energy to produce. Picking up
on the discussion on Feynman scaling from Sect. 2.2.3, a constant inelasticity with energy would
mean Feynman scaling is preserved, since Edσ/dE ∼ const. . The strong violation of Feynman
scaling that is observed in the central region, only has a small effect on the inelasticity because
the fragmentation region is only affected indirectly through energy conservation.
The larger the inelasticity and multiplicity are, the less generations it takes until the primary
energy is dispersed and the threshold for particle production is reached, so the shower maximum
is anti-correlated with inelasticity and multiplicity (see Fig. 2.10).
Nµ
The number of muons in air showers, in contrast to the shower maximum, does not depend so
much on the first interactions. The reason is that muon production is linked to the termination
of the hadronic cascade (particle decay). In the Heitler-Matthews model the cascade grows
exponentially with each hadronic generation nnch, so, such is the nature of exponential growth,
essentially all pions, that will produce muons, are created in the final stage just before the decay.
Outside the model, of course, the multiplicity in each interaction undergoes fluctuations and
decreases as the interaction energy decreases along the shower, and there are also other particles
than pions produced, but none of these introduce large enough deviations to change the general
behavior. The change in multiplicity with energy, for example, is only logarithmic.
In Fig. 2.8 the effect of the 100 highest energetic sub showers on the profile of muons in the
atmosphere is shown. The contribution from these interactions is clearly negligible.
One way to escape the cascade mechanism is premature decay. Particles that decay into
muons before they can interact again (large critical energy), could possibly shift the weight in
muon production from the late stages in development to the first few interactions. However,
none of the particles that make up the majority of the multiplicity in hadronic interactions, has
such short lifetime [16].
For particles that are produced less often but have a short lifetime and decay into muons the
effect on the cascade is small and the contribution to the number of muons compared to muons
from the cascade is certainly negligible. One important difference for these muons is that they
may be highly energetic, which is unlikely for muons from pions or kaons since high energetic
pions or kaons are very likely to interact before decaying. Muons originating from short lived
particles are called prompt muons, in general they are not very important for individual air shower
measurements but they play an important role in the inclusive atmospheric flux of muons and
neutrinos (see Sect. 2.4) [17].
Another mechanism for muon production that is not included in Eq. 2.25 is the effect of
particles that do not decay into non-hadronic particles. In that case the critical energy is at the
absolute limit of particle production, which for hadrons is the pion mass. Since such particles
would continue to interact and produce new particles (pions) they are part of the cascade
(Eq. 2.25) but with lower value for the energy where they would drop out of the cascade Ecrit →
O(mπ). So far the only particles known to decay only to other hadrons are baryons. Baryon
production is considered one of the most effective ways of increasing the number of muons in air
showers [18, 19, 20]. It will be discussed in context of Sibyll in Sect. 7.
In summary, muons are mostly generated in the late stages of the air shower. The interactions
relevant are mostly pion interactions, since pions dominate the hadronic cascade in the late
stages. However, since each step of the cascade depends on the previous one, also the high
energy interactions will have an influence on the final number of muons.
This dependency of the number of muons on the full range of interaction energies in air
showers makes it very susceptible to uncertainties in hadronic interactions. In particular, the
understanding of pion and kaon interactions at high energy has not been tested by experiment
yet. Misrepresentations of these interactions then could have large effects on interpretation of air
shower observables.
In Fig. 2.9 a consistency check for the modeling air showers is shown [21]. The test is in the
form of a comparison between two air shower variables that are both sensitive to the cosmic ray
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of measurements of Xmax and Nµ [21]. Selecting highly inclined showers
means the signal at ground is dominated by muons. Note that the data lie in a region outside all
model predictions.
composition but depend on different air shower components and therefore on different properties
of hadronic interactions. The first variable is 〈Xmax〉 and it is determined by the development
of the em. component. As it has been explained before the em. component is influenced the
most by the first few high energy interactions. The second variable is related to the number of
muons in the air shower at the surface of the Earth. The muons are produced in the hadronic
component.
Our current best knowledge of hadronic interactions is represented by the models Epos-
lhc and Qgsjet II-04 (models tuned to LHC measurements) [22, 23]. The difference between
the two model lines represents the uncertainty introduced by the extrapolation of one order of
magnitude in energy (1019 eV ≃ 100 TeV cm.). The fact that the model predictions for 〈Xmax〉 and
Nµ are different to the experimental data has then to be interpreted as a misrepresentation of
hadronic interactions in the models. In light of the strong dependence of the number of muons
on hadronic interactions, in particular the less known meson interaction (here the extrapolation
is 6 to 7 orders of magnitude!), it is quoted as the ’muon number problem’. The figure shown
here is only one of the many manifestation of this discrepancy.
The connections between hadronic interactions and air shower observables are summarized
in Fig. 2.10. The effect of a property of a hadronic interaction, like multiplicity, cross section or
inelasticity, can be demonstrated by varying that property in a model (here Sibyll), simulating
several air showers and then comparing air shower observables between the modified and the
default model.
The energy of interactions in a single air shower extends over a large range. Scaling the
interaction properties the same way at all energies would break the intrinsic energy dependence
of the model. The figure is therefore constructed by varying the model at high energy (1019 eV)
by a factor f19. For lower energies the modification is scaled down [24].
In the figure, the 〈Xmax〉 and Nµ of a proton initiated air showers with a primary energy
of 1019 eV are shown as a function of the modification factor at the primary energy ( f19). The
different lines represent the effects of the different interaction properties.
The figure confirms what has been argued before, namely that Xmax is influenced by the
cross section and quantities that affect the dispersion of energy into particles (inelasticity and
multiplicity). For the number of muons the ratio between charged and neutral pions has by far
the strongest influence of the quantities considered here. Cross section and inelasticity are not
particularly influential. The multiplicity dependence for the number of muons is opposite to the
one for the shower maximum.
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Figure 2.10: Dependency of air shower observables on properties of hadronic interactions [24]. Shower
maximum (left) and number of muons (right). The inelasticity, cross section, multiplicity and charge
ratio of pions are varied continuously so that the change is maximal at 1019 and reduced at lower
energies.
2.4 Inclusive atmospheric fluxes
In the previous section the development and observables of individual extensive air showers were
discussed. The detection of an air shower with particle detectors at ground requires timing infor-
mation. The particles from a single air shower are identified by a coincidence measurement [25].
Without the timing information particles from different air showers can not be distinguished.
The measurement in that case is the inclusive measurement of particle fluxes in the atmo-
sphere. By placing the detector underground the particles that are measured can be limited
to muons and neutrinos. By going even deeper or looking for particles coming up, the flux of
neutrinos in the atmosphere can be measured.
These inclusive fluxes still contain information about the primary cosmic ray spectrum
(Fig. 2.1). Since the flux is the product of all air showers in the atmosphere it also depends
on the properties of hadronic interactions.
With the recent measurement of astrophysical neutrinos by the IceCube experiment [5]. An
accurate prediction of the contribution of air showers to the inclusive flux of neutrinos has
become very important. The measurement by IceCube shows that the inclusive flux of neutrinos
is the combination of the atmospheric flux and a primary (extra)galactic flux. To determine the
primary flux the atmospheric flux needs to be subtracted from the measurement.
Cascade equations
The atmospheric flux, or any particle flux in a medium, can be described by the cascade equations.
The equations describe how the flux of particles of different type changes under the influence of


















The first two terms describe the reduction of the flux due to decay and inelastic interaction.
The third term describes the increase due to particle production. Its structure determines how
the properties of hadronic interactions influence the atmospheric flux.
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The first factor in the integrand, Fji(Ei, Ej), is the invariant inclusive yield for the production
of particle i with energy Ei in the interaction of particle j with the medium










d2 pT . (2.29)
The invariant cross section, Eid
3σ/d3 pi has been introduced in a previous section. The second
factor is the number of collisions of particle j with air that occur in the interval X, X + dX.
Using the primary flux of cosmic rays as initial condition at X = 0 (top of atmosphere), the
inclusive flux of any type of particle produced in hadronic interactions can be calculated by
solving these equations.
In principle these equations also describe single air showers (initial flux: Aδ(E − E0/A)),
the solution would however correspond to the average air shower with that energy. Since the
fluctuations in hadronic interactions can be substantial, individual air showers may deviate a lot
from the average shower, which is why full MC simulations are needed to analyze measurements.
The predictions for 〈Xmax〉 and the average number of muons as a function of primary energy,
that are presented in Sect. 10.1, have been calculated using a numerical implementation of the
cascade equations [26].
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Chapter 3
The hadronic interaction model
Sibyll 2.1
A model, in a general sense, is a construct that mimics the behavior or appearance of the natural
world in a simplified way. Models play an essential role in physics because they help develop
deeper understanding. It is interesting to note that most times understanding advances not
through the success of a model but through its failure.
Interaction models, or Monte Carlo (MC) event generators, are an integral part of high energy
physics (HEP). They are helpful and necessary for multiple reasons. Firstly they bridge the lack
of understanding we have in the long distance behavior of QCD. Secondly they enormously
simplify the comparison between experimental data and theory. Even if there were an analytic
theory for all interactions, carrying out the multidimensional integration that corresponds to a
measurement at one of the LHC detectors is certainly unpractical.
The overall features of hadrons and their interactions have been described in the previous
section. How can these be implemented in a model? The general approach is to factorize the
problem into parts that treat the different (length, time, momentum)-scales (see Fig. 3.1). The
short length scales (hard) can be calculated in the perturbation expansion of QCD. Long length
scales (soft) are typically described with a phenomenological model.
HEP models focus on describing hard processes. Since the experiments also trigger on hard
processes (large p⊥) in order to reduce the interaction rate given by the total cross section
(O(100 mb)) down to weak interaction scales (O( nb)) (see Fig. 2.2), HEP models can neglect
most processes. Often the description of soft interactions is limited to the contribution to the
phase space of hard process, the so-called underlying event. For this it is enough to tune the soft
interaction model on a small data set with relaxed trigger before each accelerator run (’tunes’).
While this procedure allows the extraction of the hard physics from experimental data, it does
not give a reliable prediction at high energies.
CR models on the other hand, need to focus on the dominant processes that make up the
bulk of the total cross section, since those will also be the processes dominating air shower
development. These are mostly soft processes. Also the description of the interaction should be
as general as possible to allow the reliable extrapolation to high energy, different beams (mesons!)
and different targets (nuclei).
Sibyll is one of the interaction models designed for the description of hadronic interactions
in the context of cosmic rays. It follows the general structure of interaction models in that it
factorizes hard and soft interactions, in particular parton scattering (Sect. 3.1) is separated from
hadronization (Sect. 3.3).
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view of hadron collision.
3.1 Cross section and scattering amplitude
3.1.1 Eikonal and the dual parton model
The interaction picture in Sibyll [27] is based on the Dual Parton Model (DPM) [28, 29, 30],
which combines concepts from Regge Field Theory [31] with ideas from topological expansion of
QCD [32] to arrive at an inclusive description of particle production in hadron-hadron collisions.
The basis is that hadron interactions are described by the exchange of combined objects of
partons. In cases where color charge is transferred, the hadrons are linked with a strong color
field from which particles are produced. If there is no net color exchange the interaction is elastic
or diffractive.
At large momentum transfers (Q2) or on small length scales the exchanged objects correspond
to the quarks and gluons in QCD. In soft processes (small Q2, large distance) it is seen as a
structured combination of quarks and gluons (so-called Pomeron) [31].
An additional complication arises from the fact that multiple exchanges or scatterings can
occur. In order to combine the soft and hard channels to make up the observed total cross section
the so-called eikonal approximation is used.
Starting with the optical theorem and the assumption that the amplitude is an analytic
function, a general expression for the amplitude in terms of so-called eikonal functions can
be derived. The term eikonal stems from geometrical optics where the eikonal model is used
to describe the scattering of light rays. Comparing the size of the proton of 0.7 fm with the
wavelength of a proton with pLab = 10 GeV/c which is λ ≃ h̄c/p ≃ 0.02 fm, shows that
the situation in high energy physics is similar [33]. The central element in the model are eikonal
functions χ that correspond to the phase shift that the incoming wave exhibits when it is scattered.
Multiple scatterings then simply correspond to adding up multiple phase shifts.
The same mechanism is used to represent multiple interactions in high energy particle colli-
sions. The essential feature of the eikonal representation is that the conservation of probability
(unitarity) is obeyed by construction.
The appropriate coordinates to derive the probability of interaction from the parton struc-
ture of hadrons are coordinates in impact parameter space. The scattering amplitude f (s, q) is






ei q·bΓ(b, s) d2b . (3.1)
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The profile function is given by the eikonal function Γ(b, s) = i/2(1 − e−χ(b,s)). To include soft
and hard interactions, the eikonal function is written as
χ(b, s) = χhard(b, s) + χsoft(b, s) . (3.2)
The cross sections and the eikonal function are related by
σinel = π
∫
db2 [1 − e−2χ(b,s)] (3.3)
σtot = 2π
∫
db2[1 − e−χ(b,s)] (3.4)
σel = π
∫
db2[1 − e−χ(b,s)]2 . (3.5)
The measure πdb2 is what remains of the integration in transverse space d2b after applying
azimuthal symmetry and using b2 as integration variable.
In a probabilistic interpretation the eikonal function χ can be related to the average number





The average number of interactions quite clearly depends on the number and the spatial
distribution of partons in the hadrons, the range of their interaction and the probability of the
parton interaction. The spatial distribution is given by the profile functions (impact parameter
space PDFs) Ai(b). The range of interaction is characterized by another profile function Aint(b).
The overlap of all three determines the probability of interaction from a geometrical point of
view




2b3 A1(ν1, b1) A2(ν2, b2) A
i
int(s, b3) δ
(2)(b1 − b2 + b3 − b) . (3.6)
bi are different impact parameters in the collision (see Fig. 3.2). b is the transverse distance
between the centers of the colliding hadrons, which is what is usually referred to as impact
parameter. b1 and b2 are the distances of the interacting partons to the centers of their respective
parent hadrons and b3 is the transverse distance between the partons. νi are parameters of the
profiles, typically describing the width. Weighting the overlap with the partonic 2 → 2 cross
sections accounts for the quantum mechanical nature of the interaction itself
nint(b, s) = A12(b, s) σint(s) . (3.7)











12 (b, s) . (3.8)
3.1.2 Hard interactions
The total cross section for a hard interaction between two partons is given by the convolution of
the 2 → 2 scattering cross section in QCD σ̂(ŝ, t̂) with the PDFs f (x, Q2).
σQCD(s, p
min


















Θ(pT − pminT ) , (3.9)
All partonic 2 → 2 processes to leading order are included in the model and higher order correc-
tions are accounted for with the K-factor. For the parton distribution functions (in momentum
space) the Glück, Reya and Vogt [34, 35] parameterizations are chosen.
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Figure 3.3: Left: Value of the parton scattering cross sections at the transverse momentum cutoff. Right:
Value of the p⊥-cutoff as a function of energy as it is implemented in Sibyll 2.1.
The definition of hard scattering is given by the cutoff in transverse momentum pminT . It is
chosen energy dependent to include effects of saturation, i.e. the break down of the assumption
of independent 2 → 2 scattering due to high parton densities.
In principle saturation should be impact parameter dependent but since this would break
the factorization between the geometry and micro physics in Eq. 3.7 and would complicate the
implementation immensely (see Sect. 3.2), an effective saturation model is used by scaling the p⊥
cutoff. The energy dependence is constructed from the geometrical saturation conditions [36, 37]





· xg(x, p2T) ≤ πR2p , (3.10)
The transverse size of the gluons is roughly given by αs/p
2
T and g(x, p
2
T) the gluon density.
On the level of the profiles in Eq. 3.6 hard interactions are seen to be point like (see also
Fig. 3.2), so Ahard is set to a Dirac delta function.
In Fig. 4.3 of the next section the overlap profile Ai(b) for hard interactions is shown with
two different values for the proton profile width.
3.1.3 Soft interactions
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corresponding to calculations based on Pomeron and Reggeon exchanges [38].
In contrast to hard interactions, soft interactions are assumed to take place over longer impact
parameter distances (see Fig. 3.2). The profile function for the soft interactions (Asoft(s, b) in











and the energy dependent width







α′(0) is a parameter of Regge theory which takes the value α′(0) ≈ 0.25 GeV−2.
Hadron profiles
The hadron profiles Ai are chosen according to the measured em. form factors [39]
















e ikT ·b. (3.15)
For protons the width parameter is νp = 0.71 (GeV/c)
2, for mesons it is νm = 0.54 (GeV/c)
2.
In the case of a hard interaction for protons the overlap integral in Eq. 3.6 is just the convolu-
tion of two proton form factors




In the case of a hard interaction between meson and proton the overlap integral between the two
different form factors is more complex















Ki are the modified Bessel functions of the second kind.
For soft interactions the overlap integral between the hadron form factors and the Gaussian
profile of the interaction can only be calculated numerically. To keep the expressions in analytic
form, for soft interactions the hadron form factors are approximated by exponentials instead of
dipoles. The overlap integral then corresponds to the convolution of three Gaussians, which is
also given by a Gaussian










The parameter Bp is the width parameter of the exponential form factor (corresponding to νp).
It is treated as a free parameter, together with B0 in Eq. 3.13.
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3.1.4 Diffraction dissociation
Of the event types introduced in Sect. 2.2.2 only inelastic and elastic events have been covered
so far (see Eq. 3.3). To separate inelastic interactions further into diffractive and non-diffractive
interactions another model inspired by optics is used.
When describing the scattering of light on a polarized target, the light wave is written as a
superposition of two polarization states that interact differently with the target. The scattered
wave then exhibits interference effects when the differently interacting polarization states are
put back together.
For hadron interactions a similar approach can be used (called the Good-Walker model [40])
by defining the hadron as a superposition of the hadron (h) and the diffractively excited hadron
(h⋆)
|h〉 → c1|h〉+ c2|h⋆〉 . (3.19)
The different event types can then be described as transitions from hadron to excited hadron
states within the eikonal model. In particular, diffraction dissociation can be written as,
|h1, h2〉 → |h⋆1 , h2〉 single diff., beam (3.20)
|h1, h2〉 → |h1, h⋆2〉 single diff., target (3.21)
|h1, h2〉 → |h⋆1 , h⋆2〉 double diff. . (3.22)
Diffractive excitation is parameterized as fractions β (diff. coupling) of the elastic amplitude M,
i.e. the transition probability from A to A⋆ in a AB collision is written as
〈A⋆B|Mint|AB〉 = βAMBorn . (3.23)
Similarly the transitions from excited to excited and de-excitation can be defined. Representing
|AB〉 by a vector in R4 the eikonal function (Eq. 3.8) can be generalized to a 4x4 matrix. The
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χ(s, b) . (3.24)












It was already argued that diffractive interactions are very similar to elastic scattering as
both are coherent scattering processes. The association that is made in the previous chapter by
describing diffraction dissociation as an element of inelastic scattering is, while strictly correct,
misleading when it comes to the calculation. Diffraction dissociation is calculated as an element












and similarly for double diffraction with A → A⋆ and B → B⋆. To evaluate these expressions
the eikonal matrix has to be diagonalized. The corresponding mathematical expressions have
been omitted here [41].
The Good-Walker approach is only valid for sufficiently long-lived excitation states. In general,
the higher the mass of an excitation or resonance is the shorter is its lifetime. At high energies,
the coherence limit
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allows high excitation masses that would correspond to very short lived states. These so-called
high-mass diffraction events in Sibyll are assigned to the inelastic cross section. They are taken
to make up a fixed fraction δ of the events with one hard and/or one soft interaction
σSDhm = δ (σ1,0 + σ0,1) , (3.28)
σDDhm = δ









δ is set to 0.1 according to HERA data, where 10 % of events in deep inelastic scattering with
low x (large Q2) still appear to be diffractive [42].
σn,m in Eq. 3.29 refers to the cross section for n soft and m hard interactions. It is essentially
















−λk(nsoft(s, b) + nhard(s, b))
]
. (3.30)
The coefficients Λk, λk can be determined from the eikonal matrix (Eq. 3.24) after it has been
diagonalized.
The complete expressions for the eikonal matrix, the transitions and the profile functions can
be found in Ref. [27].
3.1.5 Nuclear interactions
Interactions in the atmosphere take place between hadrons and nuclei, so the model described
so far has to be extended to include nuclear targets to be useful for air shower simulations.
In Sibyll this is accomplished by means of the Glauber model [43, 44]. It is based on the
same multiple scattering picture used before for hadron-hadron interactions (historically correct
the multiple parton interaction picture in hadron collisions is inspired by Glauber theory). The
essential feature is again factorization, i.e. the different hadron-nucleon interactions in a hadron-
nucleus collision are treated as independent. The nuclear profile function ΓhA is given by the
product of individual hadron-nucleon profiles





1 − ΓhN(b − sj)
]
, (3.31)
where b is the impact parameter of the hadron with the nucleus and si are the impact parameters
of the nucleons in the target nucleus. The hadron-nucleon profiles (impact parameter amplitudes)
are related to the eikonal functions used above by ΓhN = i/2(1 − e−χ(b,s)).
The Glauber model is described in more detail in Sect. 8, where the extension of the Glauber
model to include inelastic intermediate states is discussed.
3.2 Event generation
In the previous section it was described what types of events are included in the model and how
their cross sections are calculated. The calculations of the partial cross sections for n soft and
m hard interactions can be done ahead of time and the results stored in tables, increasing the
performance of the model. How the parton final state is generated from these tables is described
in the following.
It should be noted that the implementation in the event generator is less detailed than that
in HEP generators such as Pythia [45] or Herwig [46]. For the sake of higher performance the
implementation is also not entirely consistent with the amplitude level calculations as should
become clear in the following.
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3.2.1 Non-diffractive events
The basic non-diffractive interaction in the model involves one soft interaction and it produces
two strings stretched between the valence quarks (see Fig. 3.4). The flavors of the valence quarks
are quark-antiquark combination for mesons and quark-diquark combination for baryons. The
fraction of momentum carried by the valence quarks is determined from 1/
√
x with the pole





µ is set to 0.35 GeV and α is 3 for baryons and 2 for mesons. The other valence quark/diquark
is assigned the remaining fraction 1 − xq.
The valence quarks are also assigned a transverse momentum from a Gaussian distribution
with the mean value given by
〈pT〉 =
[






p0 is 0.3 GeV/c for u, d-quarks, 0.45 GeV/c for s-quarks and 0.6 GeV/c for diquarks.
In each additional interaction two more strings are produced. The probability for multiple






The two strings from the additional hard or soft interactions (minijets) are created in a closed
color loop, i.e. stretched between quark pairs (see Fig. 3.4), corresponding to gg → gg. If the
mass of the strings is below Eqq = 8 GeV the two strings are merged into one, corresponding to
qq → qq̄ scattering. In contrast, the hard cross section in Eq. 3.9 includes all LO contributions
from 4 light flavors and gluons. Sampling all these contributions explicitly, however would be
too expensive computationally (would need to sample color flow too!). Therefore, since these
interactions populate parts of phase space that (presumably) have little effect on air shower
development, they are approximated by a single configuration.
In the same spirit, the kinematics of the hard minijets are determined from an effective
PDF [47] constructed from the Eichten et al. [48] parameterizations
f (x) = g(x) +
4
9
[q(x) + q̄(x)] , (3.35)
and the transverse momentum is determined from dσ/dt̂ ∼ 1/t̂2 , evidently with t̂ > (pminT )2.
The soft kinematics are determined from a 1/x distribution for the momentum fraction and
from a Gaussian distribution for p⊥.
3.2.2 Diffractive events
The fraction of events that are diffractive is determined from the ratio between the diffractive





The excitation mass is determined from a 1/M2 distribution with the lower limit set to
1.2 GeV2, 0.2 GeV2 and 0.6 GeV2 for protons, pions and kaons respectively. The upper limit is
universally determined by the coherence condition ξmax = 0.2 s, where s is the cm. energy
squared.
The transverse momentum is determined from the elastic scattering peak
dσela
dt
∼ e−Bt , (3.37)
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of string configuration in Sibyll. Left: First soft interaction attached to valence
quarks. Right: Additional hard or soft scattering (minijets).
with energy dependent slope parameter B(s) = a − b ln (M2/s).
The hadronization of the diffractive system is split into separate regions. Low diffractive
masses correspond to coherent interactions where single partons are unlikely to be resolved
so a soft break up of the hadron through phase space decay is used. Higher masses can have
incoherent character so the hadron is split into two flavors and then hadronized via string
fragmentation. The threshold is chosen to be at ∆E = MX − mbeam = 0.7. For even higher
masses (∆E > 10) the structure of the exchanged object is resolved and the entire system is
hadronized via π0-hadron scattering.
3.3 Hadronization
In the previous sections the modeling up to the parton interactions has been described. The final
state of which were parton configurations or excited hadrons. The particles that are observed
in the detector or that form cascades in the atmosphere are long-lived hadrons, mostly pions,
kaons and nucleons. The process that transforms the partonic final state of hadron scattering
into these hadrons is called hadronization. There are two mechanisms for this included in Sibyll,
string fragmentation and phase space decay.
3.3.1 String fragmentation
String fragmentation in Sibyll is based on the original Lund algorithm [49, 50] that describes
the fragmentation of color fields into hadrons.
As the name suggests in the model the hadronization process between two color charges is
seen as the stretching of a string. As the string stretches, it breaks into shorter pieces through the
appearance of new color charges (see Fig. 3.5). This picture is motivated from observations of
the spectroscopy of heavy quarkonia (cc̄, bb̄-states) that can be described by assuming a central
potential with a linear long-distance term for the strong interactions
V(r) = −α
r
+ κ r . (3.38)
With such a potential the energy in the field between two separating charges increases linearly
with distance, just like in a rubber string.
The string breaking mechanism is seen as the promotion of q-q̄ fluctuations from the vacuum
into real particles, fueled by the field energy. The energy fraction that is kept in the final hadrons
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Figure 3.5: Left: Sketch of string fragmentation. Empty circles symbolize quarks, the full circles the
final hadrons. The principal orientation of particles around the string axis (low p⊥) is the key for the
description of jets in hadron collisions. Right: Sketch of excited hadron and phase space decay. Particle
emission from the fireball is isotropic in the cm. system of the excited hadron.
mT is the transverse mass of the quark, where the quark mass is defined as the constituent mass.
The parameters ai and b are set to describe experimental data and are typically chosen differently
for different quarks. The values for Sibyll are shown in the appendix.
The distribution is chosen in this form to be symmetric between starting points. In the cm.
system of two partons energy and momentum are assigned to the new hadron as fractions of
the light-cone momenta W± = E ± pz.
The flavors that appear in fragmentation would be suppressed by their masses so predom-
inantly hadrons with u, d and s quarks are formed. The exact values of the flavor fractions are
chosen to reproduce data (see Appendix). The formation of baryons is included by allowing
diquark-antidiquark pairs.
The key feature of string fragmentation is that it is non isotropic. It produces particles in
a very narrow region of phase space (low p⊥) around the principle axis given by the initial
partons.
3.3.2 Phase space decay
In diffractively excited hadrons, especially with low excitation masses (low Q2), the hadron is not
separated into partons that then form color strings and fragment. The coherent interaction rather
distributes the energy equally among the partons in the hadron, forming something like a hot
parton gas [51]. This gas would then eventually condense into hadrons, resembling de-excitation.
In Sibyll this hadronic fireball is modeled by selecting a number of secondary particles that
are to appear in the final state along with the original hadron. The number is chosen from a
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Figure 3.6: Left: Pseudorapidity distribution of charged particles measured by different experiments
at different energies [52, 53, 54]. The model Sibyll 2.1 gives a very good description of these data.
Right: Energy flow in the pseudorapidity range 3.2< η <4.8 measured with CMS [55].
where ∆E = MX − mbeam.
The particles that are added are taken to be charged and neutral pions only. The primary
hadron may change its charge in the fireball which affects the charge of the first pion. The
kinematics are determined by flat sampling in the n + 1-body phase space, similar to n-body
decay, hence phase space decay.
The key feature of phase space decay is that it is isotropic (flat sampling) (see Fig. 3.5).
This means in particular that particles can have larger transverse momentum than in string
fragmentation.
3.4 Performance & shortcomings of Sibyll 2.1
The current version of the model dates back to the year 2001 and hence was last tuned to data
from TeVatron. The new measurements provided by the LHC test the predictions of the model
at about five times the cm. energy that was available then.
The cross section that is predicted for 7 TeV with the model tuned to TeVatron data, turns out
to be too high compared to the new cross section measurements at the LHC. In Sect. 4.1 it is
discussed how the parameters in the amplitude can be adjusted to accommodate the new data.
In Fig. 3.6 the predicted distribution of particle production as a function of the pseudorapidity,
is compared with measurements at different energies. Central particle production, the so-called
pseudorapidity plateau, is sensitive to the number of parton interactions in the model. Correctly
describing the evolution with energy strongly restricts the soft and hard amplitudes (Eq. 3.30).
Based on the comparison of the measurement at 7 TeV and the prediction by the model, the
evolution of the amplitude is well compatible with the data.
Unfortunately central production also depends on the hadronization parameters. An overes-
timation of the number of parton interactions could be compensated by the number of particles
produced by the hadronization of each interaction. This kind of redundancy between parameters
of different, necessary model components is the main difficulty in model tuning. It can only be
overcome by comparing the model to as many different sets of data as possible.
In this particular case the spectacularly good description of the central particle production is
accidental. There is an error in the definition of the p⊥-cut applied to the minijets, which when
corrected and after retuning, shifts the result down.
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CMS pp→ p̄ with √s =7 TeV and |y|<1
p̄
Sibyll 2.1
Figure 3.7: Left: Multiplicity of charged particles in the central pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5 at √s =
7 TeV [56]. Right: Transverse momentum spectrum of antiprotons in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV [57].
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Figure 3.8: Transverse momentum spectrum of all charged particles at 7 TeV c.m. energy measured
with the CMS detector [54]. Right: Inclusive distribution of protons and antiprotons in longitudinal
phase space measured in the fixed target experiment NA49 [58].
In other observables, like the charged multiplicity distribution, the distribution of transverse
momentum of charged particles or the transverse momentum spectra of individual particle
species, the shortcomings of the model are more apparent.
The multiplicity distribution (Fig. 3.7) shows that the model overestimates the number of
events with a very large number of parton interactions by a large amount. Since these make up
only a very small fraction of all events, the effects can not be seen in other distributions and it
certainly will not affect air shower calculations.
The same could be said for the discrepancies in the p⊥-spectra, charged or identified. Nev-
ertheless these things should be repaired, since the parameter changes or model extensions
necessary for the repair can have effects elsewhere.
The p⊥-spectrum of antiprotons (Fig. 3.7) shows two things, first that the total yield of
antiprotons is too low and second that the shape of the distribution is wrong. The mismatch of
the shape can be seen for all particles at essentially all energies, indicating that its origin lies
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in hadronization. It will be addressed again in Sect. 7.3.1. Low baryon pair production will be
discussed in Sect. 7.1.
The discrepancy seen in the charged p⊥-spectrum in Fig. 3.8 is due to the effects of the
aforementioned error in the p⊥-cut in combination with the use of an outdated extrapolation for
the PDFs to small x. The PDF update is discussed in the next section.
An observable that is well reproduced by the model is the energy flow shown in Fig. 3.6.
A fundamental shortcoming of the model in the form presented here is that it produces an
artificial correlation between leading protons and central antiprotons that makes it impossible
to describe both distributions at the same time (see Fig. 3.8). The problem can be avoided by
introducing the beam remnants as is shown in Sect. 5.
Finally there is an inconsistency in the model in the way the treatment of diffraction in the
case of hadron-proton collisions is extended to the case of hadron-nucleus collisions. This will
be addressed in Sect. 8.
Further there is a technical error in the model for nuclear diffraction that leads to the addi-
tional production of positive charged kaons. This error is the reason for the large overestimation
of the charge ratio of muons in the atmosphere [59].
3.5 Nucleus-nucleus interactions
The final ingredient needed for an interaction model used in air shower simulations is a model
for nucleus-nucleus interactions.
In principle the Glauber model in Eq. 3.31 can be extended to nucleus collisions simply by
adding another product for the nucleons in the beam nucleus (and adding another set of nuclear
wave functions in the appropriate place, see Sect. 8).
The model used in Sibyll instead is the semi superposition model [60]. An air shower is a
cascade of interactions that completely disintegrates the primary nucleus. In the superposition
model an air shower initiated by a nucleus with mass number A is approximated by adding
A nucleon initiated air showers with the primary energy EN = EA/A together. The semi-
superposition model refines this approach by distributing the starting point in the atmosphere
and the energy of the sub showers, representing the fragmentation of the primary nucleus along
the trajectory. The advantage in comparison to the basic superposition model is that the step wise
fragmentation introduces additional fluctuations in the development of air showers initiated by
nuclei.
More details can be found in the reference given above.
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Chapter 4
Cross section and parton density
update
4.1 Cross section update
This section describes the changes in the model that were introduced to get a better description
of the cross sections at LHC energies. They were previously described in the 2014 ISVHECRI
conference proceedings [61].
Measurements at LHC suggest (see Fig. 4.1) that Sibyll 2.1 overestimates the cross section
at high energies. The inelastic cross section measured in the TOTEM experiment, which has the
highest precision for a measurement of the total cross section at LHC, is 73.5+1.9−1.4 mb [62] whereas
Sibyll predicts 80 mb. The rise of the p-p cross section beyond 1 TeV is mainly driven by hard
parton scattering (hard minijets).
In Sibyll the eikonal approximation is used to combine the parameterizations of soft scat-
terings with the perturbative calculation of the minijets into an unitary amplitude, which then
defines the total and elastic cross sections. The size of the soft and hard contributions in this
formalism depends on the size of the particular cross section and the profile function (see Eq. 3.7
in Sect. 3.1).
In order to make the inelastic cross section compatible with the new measurements without
changing the hard cross section (calculated within QCD), the profile function of the distribution
of the hard partons in transverse (impact parameter) space has been made narrower, so that
peripheral collisions are less likely to produce minijets (Fig. 4.3).
The downside of this approach is that central collisions now exhibit very high densities of
partons (profile functions are normalized), which consequently means that some events will be
sampled with a very large number of parton interactions. The number of interactions directly
translates to the number of final state particles so the narrow profile function will produce a
larger tail in the multiplicity distribution (see Fig. 3.7). However central collisions are rare so the
average multiplicity and most other observables are still compatible with the measurements.
Since our goal is a model capable of describing interactions a decade and more higher in
center-of-mass energy, the effects of high parton densities have to be taken serious, even if the
mean multiplicity still agrees with current experiments.
A microscopic model of parton density saturation could limit the number of scatterings in
central collisions and thereby correct the multiplicity tail. In the current model, saturation is
implemented only in an impact parameter independent way as an energy-dependent lower
p⊥-cutoff for the minijets (details in Sect. 3.1 and the discussion in Sect. 9).
Another indication for the limitations of the model can be seen in Fig. 4.4. Here the elastic
slope parameter Bela is shown as a function of the cm. energy. While the model is well capable of
describing low energy measurements it has problems with TeVatron data at 1.8 TeV and clearly
fails at 7 TeV. However there is an ambiguity in the definition of the slope parameter, so the
results have to be interpreted with care. The slope parameter in experiments is determined
35
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Figure 4.1: Inelastic pp cross section in Sibyll. The updated cross section is shown in blue, the
old version is in black. The red squares are the measurements by TOTEM [62]. The highest energy
measurement was done at the Pierre Auger Observatory [63, 64], using cosmic ray air showers. The
top axis shows the equivalent laboratory energy for pp interactions. The energy ranges where the
IceTop air shower array [65] and the Pierre Auger Observatory [64] measure cosmic rays are indicated.
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Figure 4.2: Left: Cross section for diffractive dissociation in proton proton collisions. The estimation
of the cross section decreases between models. Right: Total and elastic cross section for proton proton
collisions. The measurement at
√
s = 7 TeV is from TOTEM [62]




∼ e−Belat . (4.1)
New measurements at 8 TeV [67], however, have shown that the shape of the cross section deviates





A comparison of the pure exponential differential cross section in experiment and the model is
shown in Fig. 4.3 on the right. The full t dependency of the cross section that is given by the
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impact parameter b
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Figure 4.3: Left: Profile function of hard interactions in Sibyll 2.1 (dashed) and in the model with
adjusted cross section (solid blue). Right: Differential elastic scattering cross section dσ/dt. The solid
black line corresponds to an exponential with the slope parameter measured in TOTEM [66]. The
dashed black line is an exponential with the slope parameter in Sibyll. New data show that the shape
is non exponential [67]. The full differential cross section in Sibyll is shown by the red dashed line.






































Figure 4.4: Slope of the elastic peak in proton-proton collisions in the model compared to measure-
ments.
absolute square | f |2 of the Fourier transform of the amplitude Γ(s, b) defined in Sect. 3.1, is also
shown.
In addition to changing the hard profile function the coupling parameters of the soft cross
section (X, Y in Eq. 3.11) were adjusted to fit the p-p and p -p cross section data at lower energy.
Since the proton profile also enters the meson-nucleon cross sections, the parameterizations
of the soft contribution were fitted there again as well.
The resulting cross section is shown in Fig. 4.1 as a blue line. The old cross section for
comparison is shown as a black solid line. The data point of the highest energy is the estimation
of the p-p cross section from air shower measurements at the Auger Observatory at energies of
about
√
s = 57 TeV [63, 64].
This value has not been used to fit the cross section in Sibyll and can be seen as an indication
that the extrapolation by the model is working well.
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Figure 4.5: Left: Integrated effective parton distribution functions for pions (black) and protons (blue).
The individual quark and gluon distributions from the sets are combined to an effective PDF. In the
previous version the set by Duke & Owens[68] was used for the protons (all baryons) and the one
by Eichten et al. [48] for the pions (all mesons). In Sibyll 2.3 both parameterizations for protons and
pions are taken from Glück, Reya and Vogt [34, 69]. Right: Inclusive cross section for charged particles
as function of the transverse momentum. The results obtained with the old and new versions of Sibyll
are compared with CMS data at different c.m. energies [70, 54].
4.2 New parameterizations of the parton distribution functions
The momentum fractions that determine the kinematics of the minijets are taken from an effective
parton density function [47]
f (x) = g(x) +
4
9
[q(x) + q̄(x)] , (4.3)
where g(x) and q(x) are the distributions of the gluons and quarks. For the case of a proton
(baryon) projectile the parameterization is chosen according to Eichten et al. (EHLQ) [48], for
pion (meson) projectiles the parameterization by Duke & Owen [68] is chosen. For q(x) sea
contributions from three light flavors (u, d, and s) are included as well as the contribution from
the valence quarks.
In the updated version the effective parton distribution function (PDF) is used but the quark
and gluon contributions are sampled from the parameterizations by Glück, Reya and Vogt
(GRV) [34, 69]). The same parameterization that is already used in the calculation of the hard
minijet cross section (Sect. 3.1).
The main difference between these parameterizations is the behavior at low x which, in the
case of the GRV parameterization, is much steeper.
In Fig. 4.5 the distribution of transverse momenta of charged hadrons measured by the CMS
detector [70, 54] is shown. In combination with the correction of a mistake in the definition of
the cut between soft and hard interactions (pmin⊥ ) the steeper PDFs give a better description of
the p⊥-spectra in the range of intermediate transverse momenta (2 -5 GeV/c) than in Sibyll 2.1,
see Fig. 4.5. At very high transverse momenta in case of the 7 TeV data, the over abundance of
hard scattering (see Fig. 3.7) in Sibyll results in an overestimation of the p⊥-spectrum.
Chapter 5
New remnant treatment
As discussed in Sect. 2, the development of air showers is most sensitive to the forward phase
space in hadronic interactions. From deep inelastic scattering experiments it is known that the
valence quarks, the quarks related to the quantum numbers of the initial particle, on average
carry a large fraction of the particles momentum. The forward phase space is therefore mostly
influenced by the fragmentation of the valence quarks, which is why it is also called beam
fragmentation or just fragmentation region. The central region, in contrast, is unrelated to the
initial state since it is predominantly formed by the scattering of sea quarks and gluons and
these are more or less universal for all hadrons.
The difference is obvious when looking at inclusive distributions of individual particle species
in longitudinal phase space (typically Feynman-x, see Sect. 2.2.3). Particles that share one of the
valence quarks with the beam particle, have a harder spectrum, i.e. they are produced with larger
longitudinal momenta than particles that are produced from sea quarks in the initial particle.
The comparison of the inclusive distributions of pions, kaons and protons in p-p collisions
in Fig. 5.1 shows this very clearly. The measurement in the figure was done at the fixed target
experiment NA49 [58] with a beam of momentum 158 GeV, corresponding to a c.m. energy of
only 17 GeV.
At this low energy particle production is entirely dominated by soft processes. The fact that
the proton spectrum is flat even at large values of Feynman-x is also known as the leading particle
effect and it is the consequence of the valence quarks carrying larger momentum fractions.
5.1 Leading particle effect in Sibyll 2.1
The dominant string configuration for Sibyll 2.1 in non-diffractive events at low energy is given
by two strings connecting the valence quarks of the projectiles (see (a) in Fig. 5.1). Multiple
interactions and minijets only start to play a role at a few hundred GeV.
In order to reproduce forward baryon spectra, the fragmentation function for the leading
baryon (qq) is chosen to be harder. Leading baryons share at least two flavors with the initial
proton so they can be neutrons, ∆-resonances or Λ and Σ hyperons, neglecting higher resonances.
Measurements of the xF-spectra of these particles show different shapes for the forward distri-
butions [27], requiring a different leading fragmentation function for each particle (see Fig. 5.3).




Apart from this lack of generality in the fragmentation function the valence string ansatz
has the problem that it introduces a strong correlation between the leading baryons and central
baryon production. In principle there should be some correlation because baryons are very heavy
and always have to be produced in pairs. At low c.m. energies as these, it is difficult to localize
enough energy in a string so that additional baryons can be formed.
With a flat proton spectrum and corresponding fragmentation function the additional baryon
is very likely produced whenever the leading proton is slow. This then produces a too hard
spectrum for the antibaryons (see p̄ in Fig. 5.2).
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Figure 5.1: Left: Longitudinal momentum spectrum of particles measured in the fixed target exper-
iment NA49 with beam momentum of 158 GeV [58]. The lines are the new version of the model
Sibyll 2.3. Note the difference between the spectra of the different charge states (π± and K±), re-
flecting that π+(ud̄) is more likely to be formed from a proton (uud) than π−(dū). Right: String
configurations for the first interaction in Sibyll. Without remnant (a) the valence quarks are attached
to the first strings. In the simplest extension including a remnant (b) the strings are attached to a sea
quark pair, where the quark may be exchanged with the valence quark (figure). In the general case
(c) any number of sea quark pairs can be created, two are attached to the first strings the rest will
contribute to the remnant.
If the slow protons are removed, for example by choosing a Lund type function (exp. sup-
pression for z → 0, setting a = 0 removes the unwanted suppression for z → 1) as the leading
fragmentation function (see Sibyll 2.3-rc1 in Fig. 5.2), then the antibaryons are produced with
the correct spectrum but the proton spectrum is not flat anymore.
The correlation can be broken by going from the valence string model to a model with central
strings and so-called beam remnants (Fig. 5.1-right (b,c)).
In addition to repairing the baryon spectra the remnant model can also be used to improve
the forward production of pions. In particular the charge ratio of pions in the forward direction
that is shown in Fig. 5.2 is not described very well. This ratio is ultimately reflected in the charge
ratio of muons in the atmosphere [71].
Furthermore it was shown in the context of other models [72] that the additional degrees of
freedom offered by the introduction of beam remnants are necessary to describe the large xF
region of phase space.
It was shown that the localization of the beam quantum numbers, in particular isospin,
into a small fragmenting system has a positive influence on the muon content of extensive air
showers [19].
To summarize the models used, the model with the valence quarks between hadrons directly
connected by strings and using a hard, fine tuned fragmentation function is Sibyll 2.1. Sibyll 2.3-
rc1 is a development version which still uses the valence string approach but applies a more
general fragmentation function at the string end [61]. The remnant model is implemented in
Sibyll 2.3-rc4 and it is described in the following section. rc4 is the current candidate for release,
so it is also just called Sibyll 2.3.
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Figure 5.2: Left: Longitudinal momentum spectra of protons and antiprotons measured in the fixed
target experiment NA49 [58]. Sibyll 2.1 (dashed) can not describe both spectra at the same time.
The intermediate model Sibyll 2.3-rc1 (dash dotted) describes antiprotons well but fails for the slow
protons (xF < 0.4 ). The remnant model (solid) still has a few central protons missing, but the overall
shape of both p and p̄ are much better. Right: Charge ratio of pions in p-p collisions [73]. Sibyll 2.1
produces essentially a constant ratio of π+ : π−, whereas the data show an increase in the fragmenta-
tion region. This behavior is expected from the quark content of the proton (uud) which offers more
combinations to produce π+(ud̄).
5.2 Remnant model
When implementing the remnant model in Sibyll three questions have to be answered: How
does a remnant fit in with the soft & hard interaction picture (DPM)? Where does the mass come
from and what is the mass distribution? How does the remnant fragment?
5.2.1 Remnant formation
A beam remnant in the parton picture can be formed whenever there are partons left in the
hadron that are not involved in a parton interaction, so-called spectators. In Sibyll 2.1 these are
always included in the first soft interaction, hence valence strings.
In the new remnant model the spectators are separated again from the soft interaction. It is
assumed that there is only one set of spectators (color triplet and anti-triplet pair). The first soft
interaction is to occur between an additional pair of sea quarks (u, d, s, c) and the valence quarks
are made to make up the remnant (see sketch (b) in Fig. 5.1-right).
Occasionally the color triplet (qval) in the remnant may be exchanged with the color triplet
in the sea quark pair, so that the remnant can receive a new flavor. This channel is necessary to
reproduce the harder spectra observed for particles that are related to the proton (e.g. hyperons:
Λ
0, Σ) compared to spectra of particles that are not (see also difference between π± and K±
in Fig. 5.1). The anti-triplet (qqval) is excluded from this exchange since the conversion of the
leading baryon into a meson is not very common. For meson projectiles both valence quarks are
allowed to be exchanged. The flavor exchange rate is set to Pexchange = 0.6 .
The momentum fraction assigned to the sea quarks is sampled from the same 1/x distribution
as for the soft minijets with an additional mass regulation at msea = 1 GeV, i.e. xmin = 2msea/
√
s.
The momentum fraction of the remnant as a whole (qval + qqval) is sampled from a hard distri-
bution of the form x1.5.
In general the remnant is defined to be always present. With the changing parton structure,
in particular the increasing number of interactions at high energy, a survival probability Pr is
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Figure 5.3: Left: Remnant survival probability as a function of energy. The energy dependence comes
from the idea that more interactions increase the chance that the valence quarks are among the
interacting particles. Right: Fragmentation function used for baryons produced from valence diquarks
in Sibyll 2.1.
defined that represents the likelihood that there are spectators left to form a remnant after
parton scattering. Each hard or soft interaction reduces the chance that the remnant will survive.
The same should occur for interactions with multiple nucleons in case of a nuclear target. The




where Nw represents the number of interacting nucleons and nhard and nsoft are the number of
soft and hard parton interactions in an event. The coupling α is set to 0.01 and the basic survival
probability is Pr,0 = 0.6 . The resulting energy dependence of remnant formation is shown in
Fig. 5.3.
The interaction dependence of remnant formation and the values of the parameters are
chosen in order to describe the pion and proton spectra measured by NA49 in pp and pC
interactions. In Fig. 5.4 the results are compared to the old model with a hard fragmentation
function. The additional interactions in case of the carbon target result in a lower probability for
remnant survival according to Eq. 5.1. In case of no remnant the valence quarks are attached
to the first pair of strings as in the old model (Fig. 5.1-right a), however without using the hard
fragmentation function. This effectively means the leading protons lose energy (see relative
decrease around xF ∼ 0.8 between pp and pC in Fig. 5.4) while mesons carrying quarks from
the proton (π+, K+, first in hadron chain) gain energy relative to the proton. Since the strings in
case of two nucleon interactions have in total less energy available, the meson spectra come out
the same as in pp.
5.2.2 Mass excitation
Partons in Sibyll are treated massless so the mass for the remnant is transferred to the quarks
assigned to the remnant through an interaction with the valence quarks of the other hadron. The
interaction itself is taken to be the same as in diffraction dissociation (see Sect. 3.2) with slightly
different parameters.
The flat distribution of protons in xF (Fig. 5.2) determines the shape of the mass spectrum of









with αr = 1.5 .
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Figure 5.4: Proton and pion spectra in xF compared between pp and pC collisions in Sibyll 2.3-rc1
(left) and Sibyll 2.3 (right). Note that the leading proton is attenuated in going from pp to pC, while
the pion distribution remains almost the same. This behavior is well reproduced by the remnant model
(right), whereas the model with valence strings fails (left).
The lower limit of the mass spectrum is given by the beam mass, the upper limit is of the
same form as the coherence limit in diffraction
M2max = ξmax · s , (5.3)
but with ξmax = 0.02 .
In principle the exponent αr of the mass spectrum could vary between different beam particles.
This could be an option to improve the description of meson resonance spectra (ρ,K∗) in pion
and kaon interactions, which show a strong leading component (see discussion in Sect. 7.2). In
order to keep the model as general as possible the parameter is kept universal so far.
5.2.3 Remnant de-excitation
After the remnant is formed there are several mechanisms for it to hadronize. In the most simple
case the valence quarks recombine to form the initial hadron. This mode is used in the model
for the lowest excitation masses, when the difference to the initial hadron mass
∆E = Mr − mbeam (5.4)
is below Erecombmin = 0.2 GeV. According to the kinematics of diffraction (A + B → A + X), which
is an equivalent to the situation in this remnant model, low masses correspond to large momenta
xF ∼ (1 − M2x/s). The low mass excitations therefore exactly determine the large xF behavior of
the proton spectra.
In principle the remaining masses could just be fragmented the same way diffractive systems
are treated, i.e. masses in the region Erecombmin < ∆E < E
string
min undergo phase space decay and
higher masses (∆E > E
string
min ) hadronize in a string. The problems with describing the charge
ratio of pions and kaons in NA49 inspired an additional de-excitation mode, namely resonance
decay.
It is essentially a variant of phase space decay with a preset final state. Instead of recombining
to the initial beam hadron, the quarks in the remnant form an intermediate state, typically a
short-lived resonance of the initial hadron. For simplicity the two lightest resonances with the
same quantum numbers as the beam hadron are chosen. In case of proton and neutron this
would be the nucleon resonances N(1440) and N(1710). It is clear that the final state of the
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Figure 5.5: Break down of remnant components for protons (left) and pions (right) in NA49. The shape
of the ’beam’ component for protons is determined by the remnant mass spectrum. The maximal xF
for the remnant protons is determined by the minimal mass of the sea quark pairs mmin.
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Figure 5.6: Mass spectrum of the remnant excitation for proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 17 GeV.
The ranges of the different de-excitation modes are shown at the bottom. The dominant lines are
the nucleons and their first resonances N(1440) and N(1710). When allowing one of the quarks in
the remnant to be exchanged with a sea quark, Delta- and Hyperon-resonances can be formed as
well. The mass spectrum in general is chosen as M−2αr , with αr = 1.5 and limited to masses within
M2max/s = 0.02.
resonance decay is the same obtained from the phase space decay of an excited proton with one
additional pion
p∗ → p + π0
p∗ → n + π+ .





Figure 5.7: Sketch of longitudinal string compared to phase space decay final state. The popcorn
mechanism switches diq and q in the hadron chain. String inversion turns the entire hadron chain
around, i.e. the diq carries a very low fraction of the hadron momentum. In phase space decay the
final state is isotropic in the cm. of the decaying system.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between the spectra of the different modes for the decay of the nucleon
resonance N+(1440). Left: decay through a longitudinal string. Right: isotropic phase space decay.
The final state in in both cases is a proton and a neutral pion. In phase space decay, however, there is
a chance that the leading particle after the decay is the pion, while in string decay the leading particle
is always the proton. This difference was one of the reasons to include both modes for the decay of
the remnants.
Table 5.1: Table of the isospin decomposition (Clebsch-Gordan coefficients) of ∆ and N baryons into




π+ p 1 ∆+ N+
π+ n 1/3 2/3
π0 p 2/3 -1/3 ∆0 N0
π0 n 2/3 1/3
π− p 1/3 -2/3 ∆−
π− n 1
The difference is that for the resonance the branching ratio between the two charge states is not
symmetric. The isospin decomposition of the N(1440) resonance for example favors the π+n
final state over π0 p with a ratio 2:1 (see Tab. 5.1 for other decompositions). In addition the phase
space decay would also allow final states with a nucleon and two pions.
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Table 5.2: Table of the mass regions for the different de-excitation modes of the remnant. A region is
defined as: Mi < ∆M = Mr − mbeam < Mi+1. Thresholds Mi are given in GeV.
beam recomb. resonance phase space string
0.2 0.4 0.7 1.0
A comparison between the kinematic of a 2-body decay via phase space decay and string
fragmentation is shown in Fig. 5.8. The strict longitudinal orientation of the string means that the
meson is always emitted backward with respect of the fragmenting remnant. So in combination
with the decay spectrum, which occasionally allows the meson to carry more energy than the
baryon (isotropic, see Fig. 5.8), the 2:1 ratio of the resonance decay channels could be used to
increase the pion charge ratio at large xF.
Other options could involve the modification of string fragmentation. In string inversion the
diquark qqval is placed at the −z end of a string representing the fragmentation of an excited
system along +z (see Fig. 5.7-left). In the case of the increased popcorn mechanism, a meson can
switch place with a baryon in the hadron chain. At the string end the meson then replaces the
baryon as leading particle (see also Fig. 5.8-left). In strings with a two particle final state the
two are obviously equivalent, in larger strings the baryon carries much less energy in string
inversion.
Compared to the string modifications the resonance decay model is the least artificial choice
to reproduce the leading charge ratios, in particular, because of the emergent distinction between
different beam hadrons.
The implementation of the resonance decay mode is such, that the resonance channel is
selected after the mass was sampled from the M−2α-distribution. The probability for selection is
determined from a relativistic Breit-Wigner function centered around the mass of the resonance.
The width of the Breit-Wigner function is taken to be the width of the resonance times a scaling
factor. The factor is adjusted to reproduce the measured spectra. After the resonance is selected,
the mass is set to the pole mass to avoid problems with phase space in the final state. If the
resonance is not selected then the other hadronization modes are called.
A breakdown of the contributions from the different de-excitation modes to the proton and
pion spectrum in NA49 is shown in Fig. 5.5. The thresholds of the channels are listed in Tab. 5.2
and a full list of the resonances implemented in the is shown in the appendix.
The resulting mass spectrum for protons is shown in Fig. 5.6. The different resonance peaks
are clearly visible above the continuum. Σ,Λ and ∆ resonances can be created when the valence
quark is exchanged with one of the sea quarks. The break in the spectrum in the region labeled
phase space decay is due to the wrong implementation of the boundary between the resonance
and phase space region, which is meant to be semipermeable. That way resonances may be
formed in the phase space decay region, so that the discreet spectrum, starting with the beam
particle transitions into the continuum with discreet peaks.
After adjusting the parameters of the new remnant model, including the parameters of the
sea quark distribution, and retuning some of the fragmentation parameters, the model is capable
of describing the complete set of spectra from NA49, including protons, antiprotons, pions and
kaons for both pp and pC interactions reasonably good. In particular the charge ratio as a
function of xF is now much better represented (see Fig. 5.2-right).
The correlation between leading protons and central antibaryons has been broken as can be
seen in Fig. 5.2 on the left.
So far the model was exclusively tuned to proton projectiles. The behavior of the remnant in
pion or kaon interactions is only extrapolated. In combination with the enhanced production of
leading resonances observed in experiment for meson-proton and meson-nucleus interactions
(see Sect. 7.2 for current model) the model could need some refinements.
Chapter 6
Extension to charm production
The interaction model Sibyll 2.1 is limited to the production of particles containing u, d, and
s quarks. In an earlier work by Ahn et al. [74] 1 it was shown that a simple phenomenological
extension of the fragmentation model, based on the family connection between strange and
charmed hadrons, can account for the production of charmed particles at low energy. In this
approach the normalization is set by the rate at which charm quarks appear relative to strange
quarks and it is globally defined to be Pc = 0.004 .
With the measurements of charm production at higher energies by the LHC experiments this
model proved to be too limited. In this section the extension of the basic charm model [74] to
include the rapid rise of a hard central charm component that is observed at the LHC is described.
Compared to the rest of the model, charm production can be treated as independent, because
the production cross section for charm is two orders of magnitude smaller than general particle
production. Because of the relatively large mass of the charmed hadrons compared to pions,
kaons and even protons, the dependency in the opposite direction is very strong. Changing
general fragmentation parameters will also affect charm production.
6.1 Charm model
The mentioned high mass of the charm quark, means the production of charmed hadrons in
the fragmentation process is suppressed by a large factor. The dominant mechanism is the
direct production of charm quarks in parton-parton scattering (gg → cc̄ or qq̄ → cc̄). In QCD
the leading contribution is from gg scattering, so the process is sometimes referred to as QCD
gluon fusion [75]. The minimal momentum transfer for which the process can occur is given
by the charm quark mass Q2 > Q2min ∼ 4m2c . The high value of the charm quark mass of
mc = 1.275 GeV [16] means that the process can be expected to be calculable within perturbation
theory.
The event generator Sibyll includes only the dominant terms of hard parton-parton scatter-
ing at high energy and does not distinguish between the hadronization of the different parton
configurations (see Sect.3). All parton-parton scattering processes fragment into hadrons through
an unflavored two string configuration, similar to two scattered gluons (usually referred to as
hard minijets).
To account for the dominating hard scattering contribution the charm quark fraction is
increased in the fragmentation of the hard minijets. In order to keep the threshold behavior at









where ŝ is the invariant mass of the scattering partons and meff is the effective mass scale. To
account for string configurations of higher order, charm production is not limited to the end
1version 2.2c, results presented at ISVHECRI 2010 but model was not published
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Figure 6.1: Schematic view of an event in Sibyll with (left) and without (right) remnant. In this
particular case a remnant is formed from the valence quarks of one of the projectiles, requiring an
additional sea quark pair to connect to the valence quarks of the other hadron. The fragmentation
process is symbolized by the blue dashed lines connecting partons which exchange color. The processes
that contribute to charm production in the model are marked by arrows.
of the strings, but extends over the whole string. This part of the phenomenological model for
charm production is referred to as perturbative component.
Next to the dominant contribution from hard scattering, experiments have shown that there
is an asymmetry in charm production in the fragmentation region (i.e. at large xF) [76, 77], which
suggests a contribution from charm production in soft interactions. Two models, which can be
used to explain this forward production of heavy flavor, are the intrinsic charm model [78] and
the flavor excitation model [79].
In Sibyll, a model is chosen which could represent either mechanism by allowing charm
quark pairs in the fragmentation of any string attached to soft scattered partons (non-perturbative
component). These will include strings between valence quarks. Due to the large momentum
fraction carried by the valence quarks and the fact that their flavor is given by the initial hadron,
these strings produce the observed asymmetry at large xF.
In the remnant extended model (Sect. 5) two more sources for charm quarks arise, namely
the charm sea rate (Pseac/s ) and the charm rate in the fragmentation of the remnant (P
Remnant
c/s ). As
the remnant process is designed to replace the concept of the valence string and the leading
fragmentation function, it is obvious that the parameters of the non-perturbative component
have to be adjusted when using the remnant process in the model. The perturbative component
should not be affected much.
In Fig. 6.1 a schematic view of a non-diffractive interaction in Sibyll with and without a
remnant is shown. The processes contributing to charm production are pointed out. In Fig. 6.2
the contributions from the different processes to the xF-spectrum of D-mesons in fixed-target
π+-p collisions at pLab = 250 GeV/c are shown. The valence string model with a diffractive, soft
and a hard charm component is shown on the left and the new with the additional remnant
component is shown on the right. Note that with the current setting of parameters (Tab. 6.1)
the contribution from the remnant arises purely from the exchange of a sea quark with a fast
valence quark, since PRemnantc/s = 0.0 . Note also that the component labeled ’valence’, in this
model corresponds to the sea contribution.
6.2 Tuning of the parameters
The values of the parameters in Eq. 6.1 are adjusted separately for the perturbative and non-
perturbative contribution. The perturbative part is tuned to describe the p⊥-spectra of D mesons
measured by the ALICE [80] and LHCb [81] experiments in central phase space, since this
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Table 6.1: Table of the parameters of charm production in different processes (see Eq. 6.1). The values
shown in parentheses are for the remnant model (Sect. 5).
parameter symbol value
perturbative component
asymptotic rate PHard0,c/s 0.075 (0.08 )
mass threshold mHardeff 10.0 GeV (10.0 )
non-perturbative component
asymptotic rate PSoft0,c/s 0.007 (0.004 )
mass threshold mSofteff 25.0 GeV (10.0 )
remnant component
rate PSeac/s 0.0 (0.002 )
rate PRemnantc/s 0.0 (0.0 )
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Figure 6.2: Charm production in Sibyll without (left) and with (right) the excitation of a remnant.
is where its contribution is expected to be dominant (Fig. 6.4). The parameters for the soft
contribution are set to account for the production at low energies (Fig. 6.5).
The numerical values of charm production in the different processes are given in Tab. 6.1.
Parameters for both models, the valence string (rc1) and the remnant extended model are shown.
In Fig. 6.3 the cross section for inclusive charm production is shown as a function of the
center-of-mass energy. The ALICE data include an extrapolation from central to total phase
space. The cross section for D meson production that is measured directly by ALICE is shown
by the lower blue points and lines. The dotted line represents the inclusive D meson production
cross section without subtracting the decays of resonances of higher mass, e.g. D∗. It is shown
here because the low energy measurements are not corrected for this either.
The resulting model correctly describes the rise of the inclusive charm cross section with
energy and reproduces the spectra at different energies.
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Figure 6.3: Inclusive charm cross sections as a function of cm. energy. The data at low energy are
D-meson cross sections in fixed target experiments [76, 82, 83, 84]. The measurements at the highest
energies are corrected to cc̄ from ALICE [85, 80]. Here data are shown extrapolated to full phase space
(red circles) and visible only (blue empty squares). At intermediate energies the data taken at RHIC
by the STAR [86] and PHENIX [87] experiments are shown (also extrapolated).
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Figure 6.4: Left: Transverse momentum spectrum of different types of D-mesons in the rapidity
interval 4.0 < y < 4.5. Data were taken at
√
s = 7 TeV with the LHCb detector [81]. Right: Transverse
momentum spectra of D mesons including vector (D∗) and strange mesons (Ds) at
√
s = 7 TeV. Data
taken in mid-rapidity (|y| < 1) in the ALICE experiment [80]
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Figure 6.5: Left: Feynman-x spectra of charged charmed mesons (D±, D0, D̄0, D∗±) in proton pro-
ton fixed target interactions with pLab = 400 GeV/c [82] and 800 GeV/c [83]. Right: Feynman-
x spectra of charged D mesons in fixed target collisions with proton, π+ and K+ projectiles at
pLab = 250 GeV/c [82].
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Chapter 7
Tuning of fragmentation parameters
7.1 Baryon production
Even after 50 years of successful application of the quark model [90, 91], baryons are still a
puzzle in QCD. In particular the production of baryons in hadronization remains an unsolved
problem.In string fragmentation baryons are introduced by allowing the formation of a color
triplet state of two quarks, so-called diquarks qq, in the fragmentation chain. The parameters of
different diquark combinations in this approach are sufficient to describe the observed baryon
multiplicities. A more complex model is the popcorn model [92, 93], where the baryons do not
have to appear as nearest neighbors in the hadron chain. In Sibyll 2.1 only the basic diquark
model is used.
It was argued and demonstrated on several occasions, that the production of baryons can
have a large effect on the number of muons in air showers [20, 19, 18]. The argument is essentially
that due to the conservation of baryon number, the number of hadronic sub showers in an air
shower increases with increasing number of baryons. With the sub shower in between it is clear
that every single additional baryon, produces many additional muons. It is also clear that this
mechanism will be particularly effective for baryon production at high energy, since baryons
have large masses and need to be produced in pairs. The influence on the number of muons is
mostly at low energy.
The ideal environment to study baryon (particle) production in hadronization are qq̄ events
in e+e− collisions. The question remains, however, whether the fragmentation process (qq̄: one
string) is independent of the environment. After all it is a process associated with large length
scales. In particular, the question is if fragmentation is the same in a gluon rich environment like
pp collisions at the LHC.
A similar gluon rich environment can be studied in the decay of the Υ-resonance through
the 3 and 2 gluon decay (see Fig. 7.1). The ratio of baryon production in these decays compared
to non resonant qq̄ events at similar energy, show an increase of baryon production in the gluon
fragmentation [88].
In combination with the low yield of p̄ production in Sibyll compared to the CMS measure-
ment at 7 TeV (see protons in Fig. 7.5) this suggests a model with increased baryon production
whenever multiple gluons are involved. This is likely the case whenever multiple parton inter-
actions occur. In particular at high energy (
√
s ≥ O(TeV)) where gluon scattering is dominant.
The diquark production rate Pdiq in string fragmentation is therefore increased if more than one
hard or soft minijet is sampled
Pdiq → Pdiq,0 + Pdiq,minijet · min(nhard + nsoft − 1, 1) . (7.1)
This extension to the baryon production model in Sibyll was previously described in Ref. [61].
The measurement of the ratio of charged pions to protons and antiprotons as a function of
central multiplicity dNch/dη [57] that is shown in Fig. 7.1 requires the increase to be independent
of the number of minijets, which is consistent with the result from Υ decay.
The resulting evolution of antiproton production is shown in Fig. 7.2 compared to a collection
of fixed target data at low energy [89]. The integrated measurement in the phase space covered
53
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Figure 7.1: Left: Baryon enhancement in gg fragmentation compared to qq̄ [88]. Right: Ratio of baryons
to charged pions as a function of dNch/dη. Large central multiplicities are mostly central collision
events with many minijets, low central multiplicities correspondingly have a low number of minijets.
The flat ratio suggests baryon production is independent of the number of minijets.
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Figure 7.2: Antiproton production in pp collisions. Data at low energy are from fixed target experi-
ments and ISR [89]. High energy data (CMS) are central phase space (|y| < 1) only [57].
by the central CMS detector is shown as well. Within the phase space of the CMS detector,
antiproton production is dominated by the minijets. This can be used to determine the value
of Pdiq,minijet in Eq. 7.1. The value of Pdiq,0 on the other hand is determined by the low energy
data. To produce enough slow protons at lower energies (see discussion of remnant model in
Sect. 5) the popcorn mechanism was reactivated. This allows the proton in the first pair of strings
(valence strings) to switch place with a neighboring meson in the hadron chain which makes it
more likely to carry less energy.
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Figure 7.3: Neutral pion and ρ production in π+-p collisions [94, 95]. Note how the data points cross
at xF = 0.4, giving more ρ
0 at large xF than π
0. On the left Sibyll 2.1 is shown, on the right Sibyll 2.3.





Muon production in air showers is directly linked to the size of the hadronic cascade [20].
The balance between the hadronic and electromagnetic cascade is largely determined by the
production of neutral pions. For the em. cascade the most important contribution comes from
neutral pions produced in the first few interactions, since these can transfer the largest amount of
energy (see also discussion in Sect. 2.3). Neutral pions produced in later stages have a negligible
impact on the em. cascade. They do however have a large impact on the hadronic cascade.
Every neutral pion that is produced removes energy from the hadronic cascade, which at this
point still contains 10 % of the primary energy. The dominant particles at this stage in the
cascade are charged pions, which means neutral pions can be produced as leading particles
(π± + Air → π0 + X), carrying a large fraction of the energy of the interacting pion to the
em. cascade and effectively terminating that hadronic sub shower. Reducing the number of
neutral pions produced in meson nucleus interactions therefore could significantly increase the
number of muons by increasing the number of hadronic sub showers in the late stages of an air
shower [19]. At the same time the em. cascade would be unaffected.
The leading particle effect for protons was already discussed in the context of the remnant
(Sect. 5). While the so-called charge exchange reaction can be neglected for nucleons (p → n), at
least in terms of air shower development, for the reasons given above it is of great importance
in case of meson interactions.
In the valence string model as used in Sibyll 2.1, the interacting pion, e.g. π+, is split into
quark-antiquark (u, d̄) that then each form one end of a pair of strings. The other ends will be
attached to the valence quarks in a target nucleon. One of the two quarks in the meson is said
to be leading, so it is assigned a large fraction of the initial momentum. The hadrons emerging
from these two quarks are determined by vacuum quark-antiquark pairs (u, d, s, c) produced in
string fragmentation. If one only considers the light quarks (u, d, heavy strange and charm are
less common) for the pairs then in case of either valence quark (u or d̄), the hadron can be a
π+ again or a π0. Since the vacuum pairs sampled in string fragmentation are symmetric in the
light flavors, a significant fraction of leading pions will be produced as neutrals in the model.
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Figure 7.4: Left: Vector meson production (ρ+,0, ω) in π+-p collisions [95]. Right: ρ0 production in
π−-C collisions [96].
The conversion rate is reduced a little by spin considerations. If the quarks are combined with
spin one instead of spin zero (Pspin1/Pspin0 = 0.3 ), then the resulting hadrons are ρ-resonances
instead of π. Neutral ρ decay into charged pions, so the final conversion fraction (after decay)
from charged to neutral pions is slightly lower than 0.5 .
That is the situation in the model for non-diffractive interactions. In case of diffraction
dissociation, which actually is the dominant process for particle production at large xF, the
situation is similar since dissociation most often happens through string fragmentation.
Data taken in π+-p fixed target collisions [94, 95] on the other hand show a leading compo-
nent for neutral ρ-resonances but almost no contribution to neutral pions (see Fig. 7.3).
In order to reproduce this leading ρ enhancement and the suppression for neutral pions in
the model a phenomenologic approach was used. Since diffraction dissociation is dominant at
large xF, increasing the spin-1 rate at the forward string end (first hadron) and forbidding the
formation of neutral pions already describes the data very well. In the intermediate range of xF
the remnant de-excitation is dominant. Here again spin-1 formation rate and π0 suppression
have the desired effect. It should be stressed that neutral pions have to be actively suppressed
in the fragmentation process. Only increasing the spin-1 rate, which naturally also reduces the
amount of neutral pions, has proven not to be sufficient, within Sibyll at least.
There is an additional complication namely that increasing the spin-1 rate also increases the
production of the ω-resonance which is not observed in data (see Fig. 7.4-left). Since isospin
is currently not accounted for in the fragmentation model, the ω-resonances suppression was
added ad-hoc like for the π0. An analog suppression of neutrals and spin-enhancement was
implemented for strange mesons, that according to the NA22 measurement behave similar [97].
In the right plot in Fig. 7.3 the results for the extended model are shown. The production of
ρ0,ρ+ and ω are shown in Fig. 7.4 on the left.
On the right in Fig. 7.4 the production of ρ0 mesons in nuclear collisions measured recently
in the NA61 experiment [96] are shown. The model lines represent something like a prediction
since the model was cooked up for the NA22 data that was taken in π-p collisions while the
NA61 measurement was done with a carbon target. The misrepresentation of neutral ρ in nuclear
collisions is not so surprising given the phenomenological nature of the model. It is not clear at
the moment whether and how the model can be further extended to describe all the data.
At the same time additional measurements of neutral pions in nuclear collisions would be
needed to show that their production is also suppressed as with proton targets.
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Figure 7.5: Left: Transverse momentum distribution of positive charged hadrons measured with the
CMS detector at
√
s = 7 TeV [57]. The model with the exponential distribution in mT is shown by the
full line, the one with Gaussian pT by the dashed line. The improvement in the normalization of the
proton spectrum (blue diamonds) is due to the extended baryon production model (Sect. 7.1). Right:
Transverse momentum distribution of hadrons with positive charge measured in the NA22 fixed target
experiment with beam momentum pLab = 250 GeV/c [98].
How the extended model affects air shower simulations and especially the number of muons
is presented in Sect. 10.1.2.
7.3 Transverse momentum
The contribution to transverse momentum from hard scattering has already been discussed in
Sect. 4.2 in context of the altered PDFs. Contribution from soft interactions and string fragmen-
tation are discussed here.
7.3.1 String p⊥
In the original string model the transverse momentum that is assigned to the quark pairs in the
fragmentation process follows a Gaussian distribution [99]. The distribution observed in hadron
collision experiments [98, 100] however, closely resembles the exponential distribution in trans-
verse mass predicted by ’thermal’ particle production models [51]. Therefore the distribution of
transverse momentum in string fragmentation has been changed to an exponential distribution









The energy dependence of the average transverse mass is parameterized as before by






with the parameters c and b and the masses m0,i. The exponent is b = 2 and the values for m0
and c used in the model are summarized in Tab. 7.1.
7.3.2 Soft p⊥
Without a microscopic model for soft interactions the shape of the transverse momentum
spectrum can only be guessed. In Sibyll 2.1 it is assumed to be Gaussian similar to the p⊥-
distribution used in string fragmentation. The only principal restriction comes from having to
match the p⊥-distribution in hard scattering at the transition p
min
⊥ .
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Figure 7.6: Left: Process fractions in the proton spectrum for Sibyll 2.3. Note that ’valence’ in the
remnant model refers to the pair of strings stretched between sea quark pairs. Right: Seagull plot of
protons and antiprotons in pp collisions at pLab = 158 GeV.
Table 7.1: Table of the transverse momentum parameters for different partons.
parton m0 c




c − diq 0.5 0.165
sea q 0.6 0.006
valence q 0.1 0.006
7.3.3 Remnant p⊥
In Sibyll 2.1 the first soft interaction is treated separately to account for the remnant (valence
strings). The transverse momentum distribution used here is again the same as in string frag-
mentation but with a special set of parameters, chosen to describe p⊥-distributions of leading
particles at low energy (see Tab. 7.1).
In the new remnant model, transverse momentum is created in the interaction that transfers
mass to the remnants. The interaction is the same as in diffraction dissociation, so essentially
elastic scattering. The p⊥-spectrum is therefore taken to be similar to the elastic peak
f (p⊥) ∼ e−B(s)t , (7.4)
albeit with new parameters for the slope B(s) = max (0.2, 7.0 − 2.5 log (M2/s)). The parameters
are determined by trying to reproduce the p⊥-spectra of pion, kaons and protons measured
in NA49. Particularly useful are the xF-profiles of the transverse momentum spectra (so-called
seagull plot) because diffraction, remnant break-up and soft sea scattering each dominate in
different xF-regions (see Fig. 7.6).
In Fig. 7.5 the measured transverse momentum distributions for pions, kaons and protons
in pp collisions at a c.m. energy of 7 TeV are shown [57]. The difference between the shapes of
the model predictions are due to the different underlying distributions in string fragmentation
discussed before. The difference in scale in case of the protons is due to the increased production
of baryons in central minijets mentioned before (Sect.7.1).
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The central phase space covered by the CMS measurement (|y| < 1) is dominated by particle
production from minijets. The measured p⊥-spectra are therefore sensitive to transverse mo-
mentum assigned in hard scattering and from fragmentation. Soft interactions are much more
prominent at lower c.m. energies. Fig. 7.5 shows the transverse momentum spectrum of positive
charged particles measured in the fixed target experiment NA22 [98] at a c.m. energy of 22 GeV.
The measurement covers the entire phase space so the spectrum is influenced by all processes
present at that energy. To describe the long tail of the spectrum the distribution of transverse
momentum of the valence and sea quarks in the soft interaction is sampled from an exponential
distribution in transverse mass (m = 0.0 GeV).
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Chapter 8
Intermediate states in the Glauber
model of nuclear collisions
8.1 The Glauber model and inelastic screening
The microscopic picture of hadron interactions in Sibyll that was introduced in Sect. 3.1 can be
extended to hadron nucleus collisions by means of the Glauber model.
In the following the extension of the calculation to include the effect of inelastic intermediate
states is described. The basic formalism for the extension of the Glauber model with a two
channel approach has been used to calculate the effect of the intermediate states on the inelastic
cross section in p-Air interactions [101]. For an implementation in the context of Sibyll the
calculation has to be extended to include diffractive cross sections as well.
8.1.1 General formalism
The basic idea of the Glauber model [43, 44] is that the interaction of a beam hadron with multiple
target nucleons factorizes, i.e. the interactions with the individual nucleons are considered to be
independent. This is true if the energy of the projectile is much larger than the nuclear binding
energy.
Following the convention in Sect. 3.1, the elastic scattering amplitude for a hadron-nucleon
interaction is defined in terms of the Fourier transform of the profile function Γ(b) by,




eiq·b Γ(b)d2 b , (8.1)
In impact parameter space the interaction is represented as the overlap between the constituent
profiles (see Sect. 3.1). s is the Mandelstam variable defined by s = (ph + pN)
2 and the momen-
tum transfer is q = k − k
′
. The scattering amplitude for a hadron-nucleus interaction where the
nucleus undergoes a transition from initial state ψi to final state ψ f is then given by:





eiq·bψ∗f (r1 . . . rA) Γ
ela






Factorization of the interactions means the total nuclear profile function Γ elahA (b, s1 . . . sA)
(also called impact parameter amplitude) contains the product of the individual hadron-nucleon
profile functions
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The vectors si represent the projections of the positions ri of the individual nucleons in the
nucleus onto the plain perpendicular to the projectile momentum (k), i.e. the projection onto
impact parameter space.
The function χ(s, b) in the first step in Eq. (8.3) is the eikonal function ΓhN which also appeared
in the definition of the amplitude for hadron-nucleon scattering (see Sect. 3.1). Here it is extended
to the case of nuclei. The term eiχ is sometimes called the eikonal wave function or also scattering
matrix S. Here the factorization becomes most apparent since in general σ ∼ 1− S and evidently
applying Si = e
iχ to Eq. (8.3) requires S = ∏
A
i Si.
The amplitude in Eq. (8.2) is the most general form of the amplitude, allowing for transitions
of the nucleus between different states. The elastic scattering amplitude is recovered from the
general case by taking ψi = ψ f .
The convolution of the nuclear wave functions ψj and the hadron-nucleus amplitude












1 − ΓhN(b − sj)
]
}





Neglecting correlations between the different nucleons in the nucleus, which for the time
scales that occur in high energy interactions is a reasonable assumption, the wave function of
the nucleus factorizes ψinit = ∏j ψj(rj) so
ψ∗i (r1 . . . rA)ψi(r1 . . . rA) = ∏
j
ρj(rj) . (8.5)






























































8.1.2 Production cross section
For the implementation in the event generator the decomposition of the inelastic cross section
into diffractive and non-diffractive contributions is needed. For the development of air showers
only the interactions of the projectile (atmosphere at rest) are of any importance. The remnants
of the (target) nucleus can generally be neglected. Interactions in which the projectile stays intact
and only the nucleus is excited and maybe breaks apart (so-called quasi elastic), in terms of the
effects on air showers do not need to be distinguished from an elastic interaction. The important
quantity is therefore not the full inelastic cross section but rather the so-called production cross
section:
σprod = σinel − σq.ela . (8.9)
σq.ela is given by the quasi elastic events where the target nucleus changes state but no additional
particles are produced. This could in principle be calculated by setting ψi 6= ψ f in Eq. (8.4). In
practice calculating Γ
q.ela
hA is complicated and it is not necessary as shall be seen shortly.
The inelastic cross section can be calculated from the total and elastic cross sections which
are determined by Eq. (8.7) and Eq. (8.8). The production cross section then is given by
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σprod = σtot − (σela + σq.ela) . (8.10)
The sum of the elastic and quasi elastic cross section can be calculated more easily than the
separate contributions because the nuclear wave functions form a complete and orthonormal set.
Based on Eq. (8.4) the sum of the cross sections is given by
σela + σq.ela =
∫









j=1 ρj(rj) is the product of the spatial distributions of the individual nucleons in the
nucleus.
Note the difference to σela in Eq. (8.8) where the hadron-nucleon amplitude is convolved
with the nucleon distributions, forming the generalized nuclear profile Γ elahA (b), and then its
absolute square is integrated over impact parameter space while here the order is inverted. The
absolute square of the product of the hadron-nucleon profiles Γ elahN is convolved with the nucleon
distributions and then everything is integrated in b-space.
8.2 Diffraction dissociation in nuclear collisions
8.2.1 Two channel model
So far inelastic intermediate states have not appeared in the calculation. In order to include
them Eq. (8.2) needs to be extended. Instead of choosing an explicit set of intermediate states
we combine all intermediate states into one effective state and, in addition, take the scattering
amplitude of that state to be the same as the elastic hadron-nucleon amplitude. That way it is
not necessary to determine the individual amplitudes, which would be difficult, since it is not
clear which intermediate states should be taken into account at all. We also avoid changing the
structure of the nuclear amplitude (Eq. (8.2)) and therefore do not need to find a way to combine
everything without breaking unitarity. To parameterize the amplitude for producing an inelastic
intermediate state we introduce only one free parameter: the coupling λ.
This approach is known as the two-channel model and it was already applied to describe
diffractive interactions in hadron-nucleon collisions (see Sect. 3.1.4). Since the basis of the Glauber
model is that nucleons participate individually in the collision it is clear that only such states
are allowed as intermediates that, in some form, preserve the identity of the nucleon. States that
fulfill this are excitations of the nucleons which also appear in diffractive interactions. The two-
channel approach introduced in the context of diffraction by Good and Walker [40] is therefore
a natural choice to introduce inelastic intermediate states to the Glauber calculation. Another
advantage of this approach is that the case of coherent nuclear diffraction is already included.
Similar to the case of diffraction in hadron-hadron collisions in Sect. 3.1.4 the two-channel












where |p〉 represents the proton and |p⋆〉 is the effective intermediate state or diffractive final









so that one recovers Γp→p = 〈p| Γ̂ |p〉 = Γ elahN for the elastic case and similarly Γp→p⋆ =
〈p| Γ̂ |p⋆〉 = λ · Γ elahN for the transition into an excited state.
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1 − Γ̂hN(b − sj)
]
]





The amplitude for the process where the beam hadron is in an excited state after the collision
(p → p⋆), i.e. diffraction dissociation, is given by replacing 〈p| with 〈p⋆|.
However, the same arguments as in the case of the inelastic cross section above (Sect. 8.1)
apply, so the appropriate definition of the cross section for diffractive dissociation of a hadron





Applying orthonormality and completeness as in the calculation of σela + σq.ela in Eq. (8.11)
leads to






































The transformation to a basis where Γ̂hN is diagonal is of the form U Γ̂ U
T where U is an
orthogonal matrix. Using UUT = 1, Γ̂
(⋆)
hA (b, s1 . . . sj) of Eq. (8.15) and Eq. (8.14) can be brought
into diagonal form.


















Taking the explicit form of the hadron-nucleon amplitude Γ̂hN from Eq. (8.13), U such that









The eigenvalues of Γ̂hN are (1 ± λ) with the corresponding eigenvectors |±〉 = U|p, p⋆〉 =
1/
√







Expressing the diagonal form U Γ̂hN U
T in terms of the projections |±〉〈±| the expressions for
Γ̂hA and Γ̂
⋆
hA in Eqs. (8.16) become
Γ
(⋆)






















(|+〉+ |−〉) , (8.19)
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where the ± represents the different channels p → p and p → p⋆ and ΓjhN = ΓhN(b − sj).
The whole expression finally can be simplified to






































1 − (1 − λ)ΓjhN
]
. (8.21)
8.2.2 Calculation of the cross sections
The cross sections that are ultimately needed for the event generator are the production cross
section σprod and the diffractive cross section σSD. To determine these, according to σprod =
σtot − (σela + σq.ela), σtot (Eq. (8.7)), σelahA + σ
q.ela




hA (Eq. (8.15)) have
to be calculated. This requires the input of the hadron-nucleon amplitude ΓhN(b) and the nuclear
densities ρj(rj).
For light nuclei (A < 18) the nuclear potential can be approximated by a harmonic oscillator










For the hadron-nucleon amplitude, in principle, the full amplitude a(s, b) described in Sect. 3.1
could be used. In order to be able to do the convolution of the amplitude with the nuclear
densities analytically, the standard Gaussian parameterization for the amplitude is chosen










where ρhN denotes the ratio of the real and the imaginary part of the amplitude and B
ela
hN is the
slope of the elastic scattering peak in the exponential approximation (Sect. 4.1).
With this definition the amplitude for elastic hadron-nucleus scattering Γ elahA (b) (Eq. (8.6)) can
be written down explicitly for nuclei with 4 < A < 18
Γ
ela
hA (b) = 1 −
(
1 − (1 − iρhN) Gs(b)
)4 (
1 − (1 − iρhN) Gp(b)
)A−4
, (8.24)
where the convolution of the Gaussian amplitude with the harmonic oscillator functions






























Since the amplitude and the nuclear densities are essentially Gaussian functions the convolution








σtot can be calculated by integrating Γ
ela
hA (b) in b-space and taking the real part (Eq. (8.7)).
Production and diffractive cross sections can be calculated from the sum of elastic and quasi
elastic cross sections (Eq. (8.11) and Eq. (8.15)), using Γ and Γ⋆. The integrand in σela + σq.ela
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contains the expression |Γ(⋆)|2 which is of the form |1 − z+ − z−|2 for elastic scattering and in








1 − (1 ± λ)ΓjhN
]
. (8.27)









the quasi elastic cross section in case of diffraction dissociation can be rewritten as




















[1 − (1 + λ)Γj − (1 − λ)Γ̄j







where Γ̄j denotes the complex conjugate of the amplitude ΓhN(b − sj). The functions Ω̃ can be
reduced to products of Gs,p(b) similar to Eq. (8.24) using |1 − z|2 = 1 − 2Re{z}+ |z|2
Ω̃(b) =
(
1 − 2Gs(b) + Ωs(b)
)4 (






|ΓhN(b − sj)|2 ρs,p(rj)d3rj . (8.31)
These expressions were chosen such that the similarity with the previously derived σtot and
σelahA + σ
q.ela
hA (omitted here for brevity) are maximal [101]. Effectively, the implementation only
has to be extended by the third term in Eq. (8.24).
8.2.3 Numerical results
The results of the implementation can be seen in Fig. 8.1. The calculation uses Goulianos’
parameterization with ξ = 0.02 for the diffractive cross section [102] (shown in Fig. 8.1 on the
left) and the fit to the elastic cross section from the Review of Particle Physics [16] to define the





The final result is shown on the right in Fig. 8.1. The analytical result is shown as a solid line, with
both, the elastic and the sum of elastic and quasi elastic contributions, separated. The sampled
cross section is represented by the broken lines. The new calculation including intermediate
states in Sibyll 2.3 yields a much higher cross section for diffractive events. Compared to the
production cross section in proton air collisions (see Fig. 8.3), it is still very small, so the difference
for air shower simulations from the cross section alone would be small. The changes in the event
generation, presented in the next section, however, result in a larger difference.
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Figure 8.1: Left: Parameterization of the single diffractive cross section by Goulianos [102]. Right:
Diffractive cross section in proton air collisions. Results of the numerical calculation are shown as well
as the results of the implementation in the MC.
Figure 8.2: Schematic representation of the coherent (left) and incoherent (right) interaction of a hadron
with a nucleus. At low momentum transfer the interaction involves the entire nucleus, whereas at
high momentum transfers the nucleons participate individually in the interaction.
8.2.4 Event generation
In Sibyll 2.1, diffractive dissociation of the projectile hadron in a hadron-nucleus interaction
occurs only if all the individual nucleon interactions are diffractive. The probability for a diffrac-
tive interaction between the hadron and nucleon is determined from the hadron nucleon cross









This implementation corresponds to what is known as incoherent diffraction, in that the diffrac-
tive interaction really occurs between hadron and single nucleons, not the nucleus as a whole.
For low mass diffraction (low momentum transfer, large length scales), the hadron may actually
interact coherently with the entire nucleus (see illustration in Fig. 8.2). This coherent diffraction cor-
responds to the calculation presented above. The distinction between low-mass and high-mass
diffraction dissociation is arbitrary. Here it is set at ξ = 0.02 (the value used for the definition of
λ(s))
σSD = σSD, l.m + σSD, h.m . (8.34)
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Figure 8.3: Production and non-diffractive cross section in proton air interactions.
With this and assuming the 1/M2 distribution of the diff. mass, the low-mass contribution to


















ln (ξl.m s)− ln (M2X,min)
ln (ξmax s)− ln (M2X,min)
. (8.35)
The incoherent contribution is then taken to be the remainder of the diffractive hadron nucleon
cross section.
In Fig. 8.4 the selection procedure of low- and high-mass contributions in the model is shown
schematically.
In Fig. 8.3 the production cross sections for both schemes are shown. As mentioned before,
the difference between the calculation with and without screening in the production cross
section is small (O(1 %)). Due to the different treatment of diffraction, the difference between
the non-diffractive cross sections in both approaches is much greater (O(5 − 10 %)). While
the interaction length that determines shower development, is usually determined from the
production cross section, the important process for shower development are the non-diffractive
interactions. Diffractive interactions, especially interactions with low excitation masses, that
produce only few additional particles, do not contribute to the shower development. The effective
interaction length that influences the development, in particular, the position of the shower
maximum (Xmax) in the atmosphere is therefore related to the non-diffractive cross section. The
actual effect in simulations are discussed further in Sect. 10.




























Figure 8.4: Program flow in case of hadron-air collisions in Sibyll.
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Chapter 9
Comparison of the new model with
accelerator data
In Sect. 3.4 the performance of Sibyll 2.1 was discussed and some of the shortcomings were
identified. Means of rectifying these issues were subsequently presented as extensions and up-
dates to the model. In this section, the performance of the updated model is demonstrated in
comparisons with selected measurements at different energies and in varying beam configu-
rations. Remaining and new problems are discussed as they appear. Some of the figures are
produced with the Rivet MC validation and tuning framework [103].
9.1 Fixed target experiments
In general, fixed target experiments cover lower energies than colliders, because the center-of-





Therefore, the same technology for acceleration, e.g. the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) where
ELab = 450 GeV, yields much higher energies for colliding beams (
√
s = 900 GeV), since, in that
case
√
s = Ebeam + Etarget. The lower energies in fixed target experiments have the advantage
that the phase space for forward particle production is still within the acceptance of the detectors.
There are two reasons for this. One is that due to the lower total momentum, a particle with
xL = 0.9 will still be produced with a measurable angle with respect to the beam direction. The
second reason is that the absence of a beam pipe behind the target, allows the placement of
detectors closer to the beam axis. This allows the measurement of the leading particles.
In the left plot in Fig. 9.1 the leading proton spectra in p-p collisions as measured in fixed
target experiments at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL), are shown [104]. The
description of these was fine tuned into Sibyll 2.1, while the more general approach of beam
remnants is used in the new model (see discussion of remnant model in Sect. 5). The flatness of
the leading proton spectrum is not reproduced as well as in the previous model.
Comparing the spectra at different energies the deviation from the flat spectrum appears to
increase with energy (see also the data from HERA at
√
s = 200 GeV in Fig. 9.3-left), which could
mean that the remnant mass spectrum does not have the correct energy dependence. In light of
the non-trivial sub-structure of the remnant de-excitations (e.g. see Fig. 5.5), the resulting flat
spectrum is sufficient for the purposes of the model.
In the left plot in Fig. 9.1 the spectra of positive charged particles C+ in π+-, K+- and p-p
collisions with beam momentum 250 GeV/c [98] are shown. The two peaks in the C+-spectrum
are from the leading particles (xF → 1) and the particles from central production (xF ∼ 0).
Both models reproduce the spectra for the different beam particles well. In the transition region
between non-diffractive and diffractive (diff.) particle production around xF = 0.8 , Sibyll 2.1
produces a discontinuity due to the hard implementation of the diff. mass limit. In the new
model, the hard limit is replaced with a smooth transition function (Fermi function).
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Figure 9.1: Left: Bubble chamber measurements of leading proton spectra at low energy [104]. Both
the leading string (Sibyll 2.1) and the remnant model (Sibyll 2.3) reproduce these data. Different
beam momenta are depicted, namely 405 (×104), 303 (×103), 205 (×102) and 102 GeV/c (×10). Right:
Comparison of different leading particles. From top to bottom: protons (×100), kaons (×10) and pions
(×1) for collisions with pLab = 250 GeV/c [98].
For leading pions (red squares), overlap between remnant dissociation and diff. dissociation
in the new model produces a structure in the spectrum that is not present in the data. This is
consistent with the overestimation of the production of leading ρ+-resonances (ρ+ → π+ + π0)
encountered earlier (Fig. 7.4 in Sect. 7.2). It might be repaired by allowing the formation and
decay of heavy pion resonances π(1300) → ρ + π in the remnant excitation. Similar to the
behavior of nucleon resonances described in Sect. 5, heavy pions prefer the decay channel where
the ρ is in the charge opposite state, i.e. ρ0 + π+ : ρ+ + π0 = 2 : 1. In the current model only
ρ-resonances are formed in the remnant excitation, and charge exchange (π+ → ρ0) can only
occur if one of the sea quarks is exchanged with a valence quark in the remnant.
One measurement of the leading particles at higher energy is the proton spectrum measured
in deep inelastic scattering at HERA [105] as shown in Fig. 9.3. Sibyll does not include a
model of hadronic photon interactions, but the proton dissociation shown here is universal. The
kinematic of γ⋆ + p → p + X corresponds to pp collisions in Sibyll with √s ∼ 200 GeV. As
an illustration of the problems with the transition between non-diff. (remnant) and diff. regions
encountered before, the contributions to the spectrum from the different components are also
shown. Judging from these, the forward proton peak could be sharpened by increasing the
momentum fraction of the sea quark pair which is sampled along with the remnant. This would
limit the maximal fraction of the total momentum assigned to the remnant and the overlap
between diff. and non-diff. components would decrease, making the peak more narrow. The
plateau
In Fig. 9.2, the double differential spectra of charged pions in π−C collisions are shown as
functions of the total momentum in the lab. frame. Different intervals in transverse momentum
are scaled with powers of ten starting with 100 for the interval with the largest p⊥. The data
shown are the preliminary results from a measurement in the NA61 fixed target experiment
with a pLab = 158 GeV beam of negatively charged pions [96].
The maximal momentum shown here corresponds to xL = 0.28 . In the intervals with trans-
verse momentum below 0.5 GeV, this translates to a Feynman-x (momentum fraction in cm.
frame) of the same order. Beyond that, the corrections in the mT/E expansion of xL are large so
the correspondence (Eq. 2.7) is not trivial anymore. In the p⊥-interval between 1.58 GeV/c and
2 GeV/c, the first order corrections are −0.18 and −0.32 , meaning that xF is maximally 0.02 and
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Figure 9.2: Double differential spectrum of π− produced in π−C collisions measured in the NA61
experiment [96]. The range in lab. momentum pLab shown here corresponds to the central and
backward fragmentation region in the cm. frame (see discussion in text).
minimally −1 . This exercise shows that at these low lab. momenta, the data contain contributions
from the central region (xF ∼ 0 ) and the backward fragmentation region (xF . −0.5 ).
The interesting region for air showers is the forward fragmentation region where currently
no data from NA61 are available. In the central region, which appears in the low p⊥ intervals in
Fig. 9.2, the spectrum appears to be slightly too hard in both models, and the overall multiplicity
is too large. This could be accompanied by an underestimation of the production in the forward
region, which could have a large effect in air shower simulations. In light of the general scarcity
of data on π-nuclear interactions, an extension of the xF range of the measurement would be
very helpful.
Completing the discussion of NA49 data, the spectra of charged kaons are shown in
Fig. 9.3 [106]. The difference between the spectra of K+ and K− is a direct consequence of
the quark content of the proton. K+ : us̄ can be produced from the proton with a single addi-
tional ss̄-pair, while for K− : sū, at least two pairs are needed. K− can therefore only be produced
inside the hadron chain (not the end), where the assigned momentum fractions are smaller
(hadron chains are ordered in rapidity, see Sect. 3.3.1). The only chance for production at the
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Figure 9.3: Left: Leading proton spectrum in deep inelastic scattering at HERA [105]. The photon
proton interaction is approximated with
√
s = 200 GeV pp interactions in Sibyll. Contributions to the
spectrum in the model by diffractive and non-diffractive interactions are shown. For non-diff. events
the remnant contribution is shown as well. Right: Kaon spectra in NA49 [106]. Note that for Sibyll 2.1
the central production of positive and negative kaons is identical, while the data still show more
positive kaons. With the remnant model the ratio between the charges is reproduced more accurately.
string end (in pp collisions) is in strings between sea quarks, which naturally carry only small
momentum fractions. The same arguments hold for p̄-production, and therefore, the spectra are
very similar (see Fig. 5.1).
The other side of the process behind the production of leading K+ can be seen in the mea-
surement of Λ hyperon production in pion proton and kaon proton interactions as shown in
Fig. 9.4 [107]. The reaction is called associated production and in this case it corresponds to the
insertion of a ss̄ pair into the proton, which will produce a Λ and a K+. The fragmentation
region of the proton in the interactions shown is in the backward hemisphere (xF < −0.5 ). In
case of the pion projectile, Λ production is strongly asymmetric between the hemispheres and
between particle and antiparticle. This is because the Λ is only weakly related to the pion, as is
the Λ̄. On the proton side Λ is strongly favored over Λ̄.
The Λ̄-spectrum is slightly asymmetric between forward and backward hemisphere because
mesons contain an antiquark, while for protons, the only antiquarks appear as fluctuations. Not
surprisingly, the Λ̄-spectrum is the steepest. It is similar to the p̄ spectrum in NA49 (see Fig. 5.1).
For the kaon projectile, the initial state already contains the s̄ needed to form the Λ̄, so
production is enhanced.
Because Λ-hyperons are heavier than protons, the correlation between leading particles (Λ)
and central production (Λ̄) due to energy conservation that is present in the leading string
model in Sibyll 2.1 is therefore even stronger. The description of the data by that model is
correspondingly poor. In the new model, the strong link between fragmentation region and
central region is broken by the introduction of projectile remnants. Sibyll 2.3 is thus capable of
reproducing all the aspects and correlations of hyperon production in NA22.
9.2 Large Hadron Collider
When moving from low energy interactions to the highest energies currently achievable in the
laboratory, the processes that determine particle production change dramatically. In the low
energy region, typically only a single pair of partons scatter and the dissociation of the beam
remnants constitutes the largest contributor to particle production. Beyond 1 TeV cm. energy,
multiple hard parton interactions are common (see Fig. 9.13-right).
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Figure 9.4: Λ-hyperon production in meson proton collisions measured in the NA22 experiment [107].
Projectiles are π+ (left) and K+ (right). Note the leading Λ̄ at large xF produced from the s̄ quark in
the K+ projectile. For π+ p collisions, only the Λ has a leading contribution. Due to the hard leading
fragmentation function, Sibyll 2.1 has problems reproducing central production. In the remnant
model, the energy sharing between central and fragmentation region is more flexible.
The phase space covered by experiments is very different as well. High energies are reached
most efficiently in head on collisions. This means that along the beam axis (small angles) no
detectors can be placed because the space is occupied by the accelerator (see gap in η-coverage
between 5 and 8 in Fig. 2.4). Forward measurements are therefore difficult. A typical detector
at a collider is the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [108] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is
a central detector that roughly covers the region |η| < 2.5 with several additional components
that extend this range.
9.2.1 Central particle production
The measurement of the spectrum of transverse momentum of charged particles and the individ-
ual spectra of pions, kaons and protons have been shown before in Sect. 7. To summarize central
particle production, the distribution of charged particles in rapidity is shown in Fig. 9.5 on the
left. The measurement is done by combining the forward detectors from TOTEM [110] with the
central detector from CMS, so that the two regions |η| < 2.5 and 5 < η < 8 are covered [109].
From the model perspective, the height of the central plateau depends on all aspects of
particle production, from the number of parton interactions to the fragmentation function. In
Sibyll, the shape of the pseudorapidity distribution of individual parton interactions (minijets)
does not change. This is the case because the fragmentation of all minijets is implemented as a
pair of strings. The kinematic of the minijets only changes the extent and position of the strings
in rapidity
∆y ∼ ln ŝ , y → y + yparton→hadronboost . (9.1)
The height of the plateau is then determined by the number of strings and the particle yield per
string (see Fig 9.6). The model can then be adjusted to describe the plateau height by varying
one of the two.
The fall-off towards large rapidities is determined by the shape of the combined distribution
of the momentum fractions in minijets (x1, x2) in the region where one of the xi is large (yboost
large). If the underlying pseudorapidity distribution of the strings is too steep, reproducing the
fall-off becomes difficult. This seems to be the case in the Sibyll models. As shown in Fig. 9.5,
both models can describe the central plateau very well (see also Fig. 3.6) but fail to reproduce
the behavior at large η.
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CMS pp→C±  with √s =7 TeV, |η|<2.5
Figure 9.5: Left: Central charged particle production in CMS and TOTEM [109] compared to the
predictions by the CR interaction models Epos-lhc , Qgsjet II-04 and Sibyll. Both Sibyll models
predict a narrower distribution in η than the other models, which is in contradiction with the data.
The plot was created using the Rivet analysis framework [103]. Right: Charged particle multiplicity
in CMS [56]. The breakdown into different contributions shows that events with large multiplicity
are the consequence of multiple parton interactions. The ’valence’ contribution denotes events with a
single parton interaction.
Figure 9.6: Left: String width and position in rapidity is determined by parton kinematic. Right:
Overlap of multiple strings produces the central rapidity plateau.
It was investigated whether varying the kinematic of the minijets within certain bounds could
increase the width of the η-distribution, but the desired results were not achieved. The problem
could possibly be solved by abandoning the simplified two string configuration for the minijets
(see Fig. 3.4) in favor of a more complex construct. This configuration is certainly one of the
differences to the other CR- and the HEP models, which do not seem to have similar problems.
The approach is particularly attractive because it would not challenge the principal interaction
picture. It would only change the pseudorapidity distribution of the individual interactions.
The approximation introduced in the two-string minijets is that there is no color connection
between the interacting partons and the parent hadrons (Sect. 3.2), which turns the minijet into
a string loop. This could be extended by replacing the two strings between gluons with strings
between quark-gluon-antiquark, where the quark and antiquark would be fluctuations in the
hadron. The gluon in this case would undergo the same scattering as before.
In Fig. 9.5 on the right, the distribution of the charged multiplicity in minimum bias events, i.e.
events that were recorded without requiring the signature of some specific process (usually large
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Figure 9.7: Energy flow of charged particles in LHCb [111].
p⊥), is shown. To illustrate the influence on particle production, the contributions of different
numbers of parton interactions to the multiplicity distribution are also shown.
The problem with the tail at large multiplicities has already been discussed as one of the
shortcomings of Sibyll 2.1 (Sect. 3.4). As mentioned before, the solution is probably the intro-
duction of an impact parameter dependent saturation model. The figure shows that the tail at
large multiplicities is formed by collisions with many interactions. Many parton interactions
are most likely to occur in events with a central collision (small impact parameter, large overlap
of hadron profiles), which also so means saturation is more likely to occur in these collisions.
Currently, saturation is included by reducing the hard interaction cross section as a function of
the energy, which will reduce the average number of interactions but will not change the relative
rate of events with different numbers of interactions.
Reducing the number of interactions per event leaves more energy for the remaining interac-
tions and therefore strings. Since the string mass determines the width of the distribution of the
final state particles in pseudorapidity, an extended saturation model could help increasing the
width of the total distribution in η. However, the tail in the multiplicity distribution corresponds
to very rare events, while the pseudorapidity distribution represents the average event. It is
therefore very unlikely that an extended saturation model alone can repair this.
The problem that occurs with reproducing the lowest multiplicities in Fig. 9.5-right is prob-
ably due to the wrong implementation of the selection for the event sample the multiplicity
distribution is constructed from, leading to a misrepresentation of diffractive events in the sam-
ple. The prescription used in the experiment is to accept all events with a certain energy deposit
in both forward hadron calorimeters outside the central detector (HF acceptance: 2.9 < |η| < 5.2),
thereby selecting predominantly non-diff. and double diff. events (so-called non-single diffractive
(NSD) selection) [56]. The multiplicity is then determined from the number of tracks in the
central detector in the range |η| < 2.4. Due to the central rapidity gap, double diffractive events
make up the largest contribution at low multiplicities. The underestimation of low multiplicities
in the figure suggests that the diffractive events fail to pass the initial threshold in energy deposit.
9.2.2 Forward phase space
Measuring forward particle production is particularly hard for charged particles, which are
deflected in the magnetic field of the accelerator. The fact that neutral particles are not deflected,
is used in a number of very forward (zero degree) calorimeters at LHC, for example, LHCf [112].
By placing a small detector between the two beam pipes (pp collider), neutral particle production
at zero degrees can be measured.
The detector with particle identification capability and the most forward coverage is
LHCb [113]. Its measurements typically cover the rapidity region 2.5 < y < 4.5 . In Fig. 9.7, on
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Figure 9.8: Invariant Feynman-x spectrum of neutral pions measured in the LHCf calorimeter [114].
Low-p⊥ is shown on the left, higher p⊥ on the right. The shape of the spectrum in xF is reproduced
equally well in both version of the model. The normalization is too low for low-p⊥ and too high in
the high-p⊥ region, which would suggest that the distribution in transverse momentum is too hard.
In the p⊥-bins between these shown here, production is also overestimated.
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Figure 9.9: Invariant transverse momentum spectrum of neutral pions measured in the LHCf calorime-
ter [114].
the left, the measurement of the energy carried by charged particles in this region is shown [111].
Comparison with to the total energy flow (Fig. 2.4) suggests that the bulk of the energy is carried
by particles outside the detector acceptance. Only the rise of the forward peak is covered by the
experiment.
The excellent description of the energy flow by the Sibyll models makes the problem with
describing dN/dη less severe, because the energy flow not the multiplicity is what primarily
dictates the development of air showers. Since the pseudorapidity is equivalent to the scattering
angle, the narrow distribution could have an effect on the lateral distribution of particles at
ground.
Moving forward in η, only the neutral particle calorimeter LHCf remains. In Fig. 9.8, the
invariant spectrum of neutral pions in LHCf is shown [114]. The performance of the Sibyll
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Figure 9.10: Energy spectrum of neutrons in the very forward region as measured at
√
s = 7 TeV
by LHCf [115]. Shown are the spectra in the two calorimeters corresponding to η > 10 (left) and
8.99 < η < 9.22 (right) in pseudorapidity. In both cases the remnant model performs much better than
Sibyll 2.1.
models in this range is very similar, which is not trivial given the different treatment of the
leading particles. Both models show an overestimation of the number of neutral pions at large
xF in the high-p⊥ range. In combination with the underestimation in the low-p⊥ range, this
suggests that the transverse momentum spectrum is too large which is confirmed by Fig. 9.9.
The energy spectrum of neutrons in the very forward region is shown in Fig. 9.10. The
measurement includes angles of zero degrees, or ∞ in pseudorapidity, which is in contrast with
the measurements of neutral pions shown earlier. The difference is that the neutral pions are not
detected directly (cτ0 h 25 nm) but have to be reconstructed from the two photons. Compared
to Sibyll 2.1, the spectrum is better reproduced by the new model including remnant formation,
which is encouraging since the remnant model was not tuned to these data. Comparing the two
calorimeters that cover different regions in pseudorapidity (angles), it seems, that the transverse
momentum of the neutrons is too high, as already observed in the case of the neutral pions.
Large transverse momenta would cause the neutrons to migrate from the small angle bin into
the large angle bin.
9.3 Extrapolation
One of the important features that distinguishes CR interaction models from HEP models like
Pythia or Herwig is the reliability of the extrapolation to high energy. This does not mean that
the models necessarily give the correct prediction for any distribution at high energy. It means
that the models are structured such that the individual components are not entirely independent
so that the parameters at low energy are connected to the parameters at high energy. This starts
at the parton level, where the requirement of unitarity, in principle, connects cross sections for
different processes (Sect. 3.1) and ends at the hadron level with universal string fragmentation.
Often the connection can only be established by introducing an arbitrary energy dependence
of the parameters.
In practice, a primary difference between CR and HEP models lies in how the models are
tuned to new data. Each time a new highest energy is reached in accelerator measurements,
CR models are retuned at all energies, while HEP models are retuned to that energy. Retuning
includes extending the model by new processes if necessary. As a result, individual data sets are
better described by the tuned HEP models, while the CR models work better on average.
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Figure 9.11: Left: Average transverse momentum of charged particles as a function of cm. energy.
Two event selections (NSD,INEL) and phase space regions (central,full) are shown. In black are the
pre-LHC measurements by CDF [116] and UA1 [117], in red the measurements by CMS [70]. The
change in the energy dependence is due to a different parameterization of the average string-p⊥ and
the correction of the transverse momentum cutoff of the hard interactions. Right: Average charged
pseudorapidity density in inelastic and non-single diffractive events. The problem with the width of
the pseudorapidity distribution in the NSD sample is evident. The change in the slope at high energy
for Sibyll 2.1 is due to the technical limitation of the number of interactions.
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Figure 9.12: Particle multiplicities in pp collisions as a function of cm. energy in Sibyll 2.3. The all
charged, pion and kaon measurements are from UA5 [118]. The antiproton data are a compilation of
fixed target experiments [89].
Asymptotically, the CR models, will approach the correct description at all energies (excluding
unification and effects from non-hadronic interactions).
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Figure 9.13: Particle production and parton interactions. Particle production at low energy in Sibyll
is dominated by soft interactions, which includes valence strings (2.1) and remnants (2.3). The energy
range of the LHC is the first where particle production becomes dominated by multiple hard inter-
actions. Note how the structures in the number of parton interactions due to technical limitations
in Sibyll 2.1 (left) are reflected in the number of final state particles (right). Due to the lower cross
section, which was achieved by reducing the width of the proton profile (see Sect. 4.1), Sibyll 2.3
predicts slightly fewer hard parton interactions.
The current version of Sibyll (rc4) is improved in many aspects (previous sections), but the
comparison with LHC data also revealed some problems. These are reflected in the extrapolation
to high energy.
In the left plot in Fig. 9.11, the average transverse momentum as a function of the cm. energy is
shown. As part of the transition from the Gaussian-p⊥ distribution to an exponential distribution
in transverse mass (Sect. 7.3), the energy dependency of the average transverse momentum in
string fragmentation was changed from linear in ln (s) to quadratic. This change was motivated
by the new high energy data. Until the TeVatron the data could still be interpreted as rising
linearly. Some of the increase in 〈p⊥〉 also comes from the repaired p⊥-cut in the hard cross
section.
The right plot in Fig. 9.11 shows the pseudorapidity plateau as a function of the energy.
The problem with the narrow distribution discussed earlier is hidden in Sibyll 2.1 due to the
different implementation of the p⊥-cut. For the new model, this results in the overestimation of
the plateau at lower energies. The break in the rise seen for Sibyll 2.1 at high energy is due to
the technical limitation of the number of interactions in the program code (nmaxs = 20, n
max
h = 50).
These breaks are reduce the reliability of the extrapolation because they break the connection
between low and high energy parameters.
Fig. 9.12 depicts the average multiplicities of the most common hadrons for Sibyll 2.3. It
shows that the multiplicity, considering the general trend, is slightly overestimated for kaons
and underestimated for pions at high energy. As a result, the charged multiplicity is probably
underestimated at high energy as well. This is compatible with the observation of the narrow
pseudorapidity distribution at LHC and will resurface in the discussion of 〈Xmax〉 in the next
chapter.
The connection between the number of parton-parton interactions in an event and the number
of particles produced, which was already discussed in the context of the multiplicity distribution
measured in CMS (Fig. 9.5), is shown in Fig. 9.13. The dominant process for particle production
at high energy is hard scattering. The soft interactions dominate at low energy. In Sibyll 2.1, the
number of soft interactions is ≥ 1, because the valence quarks are assumed to always interact
softly. In Sibyll 2.3, this behavior is kept, although it is not necessary anymore since the valence
flavors are treated independently in the remnant.
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The break in the number of hard interactions for Sibyll 2.1 in Fig. 9.13 is again due to the
limitation of the number of interactions. In light of the removal of technical problems such as
these, the extrapolation in Sibyll 2.3 is more reliable. As to the accuracy of the prediction, the
data from LHC Run II will be available for judgment soon.
Chapter 10
Predictions for cosmic ray
interactions
The comparison of the interaction model with accelerator data that was presented in the previous
chapter, while revealing several shortcomings, is not a complete gauge of the performance of the
model. Since the model is explicitly designed for cosmic ray interactions, the final measure of
performance is whether cosmic ray measurements are described consistently.
There are two scenarios in which our understanding of hadronic interactions, represented
by the model, can be tested using cosmic ray and air shower measurements. One is the direct
measurement of an observable of hadronic interactions. An example of this is the extraction of
the proton-proton cross section from air shower measurements mentioned in the discussion of
the new cross section in Sibyll in Sect. 4.1. The measurement of the proton-air cross section is
shown in the next section in Fig. 10.1.
The second scenario is to check whether the interpretation of different air shower observables
in terms of the properties of the primary particle is consistent or rather inconsistent. One example
for this is the ’muon problem’ introduced in the first chapter. It will be discussed further in
Sect. 10.1. Other examples are the spectrum and charge ratio of atmospheric muons. They will
be discussed in Sect. 10.2
The predictions for air showers shown here were calculated using CONEX [26], a computer
program that integrates the cascade equations for single air showers from an interpolation table
of hadronic interactions.
Some of the discussion in this chapter has been presented in the proceedings to the workshop
for elastic and diffractive scattering [119].
10.1 Extensive air showers
10.1.1 Depth of shower maximum
As it was mentioned in Sect. 2.3, the position of maximal development of an air shower in the
atmosphere (Xmax) depends mostly on the first few interactions. This can be used to determine
the interaction length of the primary particle and therefore the proton-air cross section directly
from air shower measurements. In Fig. 10.1-left the cross section in proton-air interactions
predicted by Sibyll is compared with the measurement at the Pierre Auger Observatory [63].
The new model is well compatible with the data. The old model, that was tuned to TeVatron
data, the cross section at high energy is overestimated.
Turning the previous argument of the dependency of Xmax around, the new, lower value of the
proton-air cross section predicted by the model, which corresponds to an increased interaction
length of the primary particle in the atmosphere, will shift the position of shower maximum to
83
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Figure 10.1: Left: Proton-air cross section in Sibyll compared to measurements based on air shower
observations [120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127]. The prediction by Sibyll 2.1 is incompatible with
the measurement by the Pierre Auger Observatory [63]. Right: Interaction length of protons, pions
and kaons in air as predicted by the different versions of Sibyll.
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Figure 10.2: Average depth of shower maximum as a function of the primary energy. Comparing
model predictions for proton and iron showers and measurement indicates multiple changes in the
composition from heavy to light in the energy range from 1 PeV to 10 EeV [128, 129, 130, 131, 132].
larger depth. The actual effect of the cross section on the interaction length is shown in Fig. 10.1





and the relative change is small, the effect on the interaction length is almost negligible. It
amounts to 5 g/cm2 at 10 EeV. In Fig. 10.14 the effect on Xmax is demonstrated by exchanging the
values of the interaction length used in the cascade calculation with the values obtained from
the old cross section, while keeping all other aspects of the calculation constant. As expected the
difference between the model predictions is of the order of a few g/cm2 only.
The impact on Xmax when combining all updates and extensions presented before, is shown
in Fig. 10.2. Here, the average depth of shower maximum 〈Xmax〉 is shown as a function of the
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Figure 10.3: Prediction of the number of muons in proton initiated air showers as a function of the
primary energy.
energy. As an estimate of the underlying mass composition the prediction for pure composition
assuming proton and iron are calculated using a hadronic interaction model and then the
measurement is compared to these predictions. While this does not allow the determination of
the composition in terms of elemental fractions, it is sufficient to distinguish mixed from pure
compositions and determine whether the general tendency is towards increasing or decreasing
primary mass.
The measurements of Xmax in the energy range from 10
15 eV up to 5 · 1019 eV [128, 129,
130, 131, 132], indicate that there are several changes from light to heavy composition [133].
According to the elongation rate theorem (Eq. 2.24 in Sect. 2.3), the elongation rate between
different primary particles is the same (proton and iron predictions are parallel), which means
the composition is constant where ever the data and the model prediction have the same slope.
This is important additional information considering the spread between the predictions from
different models (≈ 40 g/cm2 at 10 EeV). Based on the slope the interpretation of a change in
composition may be consistent with the predictions from all models, while the interpretation in
terms of masses may be incompatible.
Compared to the previous version of Sibyll, the predicted shower maximum is much deeper.
The new prediction is also much deeper compared to the other models. The elongation rate
has increased slightly between the Sibyll models, which is consistent with the observations
made in the discussion of the energy extrapolation in the previous chapter, namely that the
multiplicity increases less strong with energy and that Feynman scaling in the fragmentation
region is obeyed more closely in the new model.
10.1.2 Number of muons
Many of the extensions to the model discussed in the previous chapters are motivated by
the apparent inconsistency of composition measurements based on Xmax and Nµ, that may be
explained by a discrepancy between the number of muons in simulations and data (see discussion
in Sect. 2.3.3). In principle it is not clear whether the problem is really in the production of muons,
but the strong dependency on the interactions of mesons make it a good candidate.
Irrespective of the outcome for muons, baryon and ρ production (Sect. 7) were clearly misrep-
resented in the model. The prediction for the number of muons in proton initiated air showers
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Figure 10.4: Comparison between the predicted number of muons in proton and iron induced air
showers. Note that the predicted number of muons in an iron induced shower for Sibyll 2.1 at the
highest energies is lower than for proton induced showers of the same energy for the new models.
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Proton with θ=60 ◦  at Eprim=9.0 ·1017  (eV)
SIBYLL 2.3rc4 SIBYLL 2.1 EPOS LHC QGSjetII-04
Figure 10.5: Ratio of the energy spectrum of muons in different models relative to Sibyll 2.1. The
primary particles are protons with an energy of 1018 eV. Increased baryon and ρ production mostly
affect the number of low energy muons. The increase at high energy for Sibyll 2.3 is due to the decay
of charmed hadrons.
as a function of energy for the old and new version of Sibyll is shown in Fig. 10.3. In order to
ensure the full development of the air showers within the depth of one atmosphere up to the
highest energy, the simulations are done by injecting the primary particles with an inclination
of 60 ◦ and then the number of muons is determined at a depth of 2030 g/cm2. The energy
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Figure 10.6: Comparison of the composition interpretation of shower maximum and muon measure-
ments at the Pierre Auger Observatory compared [21]. In the new Sibyll model, consistency between
the measurements in terms of a sensible interpretation improves.
threshold for the muons is set to 1 GeV. The predictions from Epos-lhc and Qgsjet II-04 are
shown for comparison as well.
The new version of Sibyll predicts similar but slightly larger numbers of muons than the
other LHC tuned models. Compared to Sibyll 2.1 the number of muons has significantly in-
creased at all energies. At 1020 eV the relative increase is ≃ 60 %. The slope of the curves corre-
sponds to the exponent α in Eq. 2.25, which reflects the fraction of muon producing hadrons (π±
in Heitler-Matthews model) in the model. The increase from Sibyll 2.1 to Sibyll 2.3 is probably
due to the increased production of vector mesons and is further discussed in Sect. 10.1.3.
The full significance of the increase becomes clear in Fig. 10.4, where the muon number in
proton and iron showers is compared. The new model predicts a larger number of muons in pro-
ton showers at the highest energies than the previous model produced for iron initiated showers,
suggesting a large change in the interpretation of measurements in terms of composition.
As an illustration of the origin of the additional muons, the ratio of the energy spectrum of
muons at a depth of 1000 g/cm2 in the new model and the other LHC tuned models relative to
the old Sibyll model is shown in Fig. 10.5. The showers are proton initiated with a primary
energy of around 1018 eV. The signature of muons produced in the cascade is that low energies
are affected more than high energies. This is clearly seen in the figure. All new models have
significantly more muons at low energy compared to Sibyll 2.1. The large relative increase at
energies beyond 10 PeV in Sibyll 2.3 is the contribution from the prompt muons due to charm
decay. Sibyll 2.3 is the only post-LHC model that includes the production of charmed particles.
Since the energy spectrum of the muons is very steep these muons do not contribute to the total
number of muons.
Returning to the discussion of the muon problem (Fig. 10.6), the increased 〈Xmax〉 and the
increased number of muons both work in the correct direction to ease the tension between the
measurements. Compared to the 〈Xmax〉 in the Epos-lhc model in Fig. 10.2 there is a difference
of ≈ 10 g/cm2 at 1019 eV. Given that the number of muons is very similar in Sibyll 2.3, the
corresponding line in Fig. 10.6 would be just in the range of the experimental error. However, the
quantity 〈ln Rµ〉, is derived from the signal in a surface detector which may not be sensitive to
muons at all energies. Looking at the energy spectrum of the muons, there are some differences
between the models, so the prediction for 〈ln Rµ〉 by Sibyll might not lie as high as the prediction
by Epos-lhc . Nevertheless the change in the number of muons and 〈Xmax〉 is in the right
direction.
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Figure 10.7: Link between central particle production and Xmax. Left: Inelasticity in proton air interac-
tions as a function of energy. Shown are the predictions for the models Sibyll 2.1, Sibyll 2.3 and an
intermediate version (rc3b). Right: Pseudorapidity distribution of charged particles for the same three
models.
10.1.3 Discussion of uncertainties
Some of the model extensions presented before, like ρ production, were explicitly included to
improve the description of muons in air shower simulations. Others were done to improve the
description of inclusive atmospheric fluxes (charm production, remnant) and some purely to
describe accelerator data better (PDFs). As a result the model has improved in the selected
aspects but the description has become worse in other directions and new problems have been
revealed (Sect. 9). The next step in the process is to search for links between the established
shortcomings of the model and the description of air shower measurements.
Xmax and central particle production
In the previous chapter it was revealed that the width of the angular distribution (pseudorapidity)
of charged particles is not described very well by the model. The discrepancy was argued to be
due to the oversimplified representation of (mini)jets. While the angular distribution in itself does
not matter very much for air shower development, as it might only affect the lateral spread of the
particles, the multiplicity does matter and so does the inelasticity. Due to energy conservation the
angular distribution is linked to the inelasticity. If the plateau in pseudorapidity is reproduced,
but the distribution is too narrow, then the multiplicity will be too low. Since it is the small angle
(large momentum) contribution that is misrepresented, the effect on the inelasticity, compared
to too few particles in the very central region, is maximal.
In Fig. 10.7 the comparison of the inelasticity and the pseudorapidity distribution in
Sibyll 2.1, Sibyll 2.3 and an intermediate version (rc3b) are shown. The pseudorapidity dis-
tribution is too narrow compared to the measurement in all three models. The model with the
widest distribution is Sibyll 2.1, correspondingly the inelasticity is largest in Sibyll 2.1.
Based on the connection between inelasticity and the depth of shower maximum that was
discussed in Sect. 2.3.3 (e.g. Fig. 2.10), the average depth of shower maximum is expected to
decrease when the width of the pseudorapidity distribution is increased.
Nµ and meson interactions
In the discussion of the link between hadronic interactions and the number of muons in Sect. 2.3.3,
the two mechanisms for muon production were prompt production and production in the
cascade. The latter is important in air showers and it is influenced by the production of baryons
and the fraction of hadrons that decay into muons relative to all hadrons. The interactions
that occur most often in the cascade are pion interactions (see multiplicities at high energy in
Fig. 9.12). Due to the exponential growth of particle number and the dispersion of the energy
among particles, these interactions occur at energies well below the primary energy.
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Figure 10.8: Production of π0 (left) and ρ0 (right) as a function of Feynman-x in π+p collisions [94, 95].
The models shown are Sibyll 2.1, Sibyll 2.3 and two development versions that are described in the
text. The crossover between neutral pion production and neutral ρ production at xF = 0.4 has a large
effect on the ratio between charged and neutral pions.
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Figure 10.9: Longitudinal momentum spectra of neutral mesons in π−C interactions in NA61 [96].
The data show a similar enhancement in the production of ρ0 at large xF as in the case of pion proton
interactions.
The ratio of neutral ρ-mesons compared to neutral pions in pion interactions has a large
influence on the production of muons because neutral ρ decay into π±. Changing ρ0 : π0 then
essentially changes π± : π0 (α in Eq. 2.25). The efficiency of changing the ratio between neutral
and charged pions was already demonstrated in Fig. 2.8-right.
The extension of pion interactions in Sibyll that allows the reproduction of the leading ρ
observed in data were presented in Sect. 7.2. The results are summarized in Fig. 10.8. Apart from
Sibyll 2.1 and the new model, two intermediate versions, which describe the data with different
degrees of accuracy, are shown. These intermediate models can be used to give an estimate of
the range of predictions for the number of muons.
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Figure 10.10: Feynman-x spectra of ω and π0-mesons [95]. The spectra show a similar suppression in
the forward region, in strong contrast to the ρ-mesons.
The model rc3b uses a phenomenological approach similar to the one used in the current
model (rc4, Sect. 7.2), but without explicit retuning of the remnant component. As a result the
forward yield of neutral ρ in pp collisions (Fig. 10.8-left) is too low and the yield of π0 is slightly
too large (Fig. 10.8-right).
In the model labeled ’rc3b+π0 mod’ this remaining discrepancy is removed ad-hoc by ex-
changing neutral π mesons with ρ mesons in the final state. While this procedure is enough
to make the model agree with the data for leading ρ, it is not sufficient to describe the neutral
pions. To account for these, π0 in addition are randomly replaced by π± with a probability
proportional to the Feynman-x of the pions. The resulting model describes the NA22 data with
similar accuracy to the current model (rc4), central ρ are somewhat overestimated but neutral
pions agree well with data.
The part of the distribution that affects the ratio of charged to neutral pions the most and
which therefore should be reproduced most accurately, is the region where ρ-production exceeds
the production of neutral pions, which is the region xF > 0.5 .
In Fig. 10.9 a comparison of the same four models with the results from pion carbon interac-
tions in NA61 is shown. Here the ad-hoc tune describes the leading ρ0 best. For neutral pions
unfortunately there are no data available. It should be noted that the NA61 measurement is very
recent and still preliminary [96]. Eventually the spectrum for the ω-meson will be measured as
well, which could give a hint on the shape of the spectrum of the neutral pions, since, at least in
π proton interactions, the two distributions have the same shape (see Fig. 10.10).
Since the ad-hoc model is constructed independent of the identity of the target particle it
is not surprising it reproduces the data in pion carbon interactions. In the microscopic models
the transition from a proton target to a nucleus increases the number of hadronizing systems
(multiple target nucleons interacting), which have to share the available energy. This typically




























































































Figure 10.11: Left: ρ-mesons measured in pion carbon interactions. Right: π0 produced in pion proton
interactions. Predictions for the latest CR interaction models and Sibyll 2.1 are shown. Based on these
comparisons the ratio of charged to neutral pions (α) is too small in all models.
reduces the momentum of the leading particle (e.g. leading protons in remnant model, Sect. 5).
It is particularly unlikely to produce a heavier resonance like the ρ (mπ = 0.139 GeV vs. mρ =
0.770 GeV) when the cm. energy is only
√
s ≈ 17 GeV. This makes the confirmation of the leading
ρ effect for pion carbon interactions by the NA61 measurement very important.
In Fig. 10.11 on the left, the prediction of ρ0 production by Sibyll 2.1, Sibyll 2.3 and the other
CR models Epos-lhc and Qgsjet II-04 are shown. All models, except Sibyll 2.1 were tuned
to the proton data, but not the carbon data. All models reproduce the very forward production
but can not account for the intermediate region xF < 0.8 . If the crossover between the π
0 and
ρ0 spectra is at the same position in pion carbon interactions as in pion proton, then the ratio of
charged to neutral pions is probably too low in all the models.
The ad-hoc tune reproduces the ρ0-spectrum in pion carbon interactions best, so it can give
an estimate of the number of muons in air showers if the ρ0 are accounted for. The effect is
shown in Fig. 10.12. Compared to the latest models, Epos-lhc , Qgsjet II-04 and Sibyll 2.3,
the ad-hoc model predicts another substantial increase in muon number if the NA61 ρ0 data is
included. With regard to the number of muons in Sibyll 2.1, the relative increase is ≈ 100 %.
The slope of the number of muons as a function of energy increases notably, which is consis-
tent with an increase of α.
The ratio of the energy spectra in Fig. 10.13 shows the increase in muon number is largely
due to low energy muons which confirms the increased cascade production.
To summarize, the number of muons as predicted by current hadronic interaction models
is probably still underestimated. Due to the strong link between the ratio of charged and neu-
tral pions and the number of muons, the predictions will remain uncertain, until the forward
production of charged and neutral pions in pion nucleus interactions is measured.
Xmax and cross sections
The role of the proton cross section was already discussed in the context of the measurement of
the proton air cross section in the introduction to this chapter. The effect of the proton interaction
length is demonstrated by exchanging the interaction lengths in the cascade calculations. The
difference in Xmax is not very large as can be seen on the left in Fig. 10.14.
The same can be done for meson air cross sections. Instead of the old Sibyll cross section
which does not describe the LHC proton measurement very well nor the measurement by the
Pierre Auger Observatory at 57 TeV, the COMPETE cross section model [16] is used. Because the
cross section for pion interactions in the model is linked to proton interactions, the cross section
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Figure 10.12: Dependency of the number of muons in air showers on the ratio of π0 to ρ0 production.
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Figure 10.13: Effect of π0/ρ0 production on the energy spectrum of muons in proton initiated air
showers. The spectra are shown relative to Sibyll 2.1.
in Sibyll 2.1 is not a valid alternative although it still describes the available pion data. The
effective difference between the cross sections is that the cross section in Sibyll is smaller at
cm. energies below 5 TeV (ELab ≃ 1016 eV) and larger at higher energy (see Fig. 10.14-right). The
convergence of the cross sections for the different hadrons at high energy is due to the increasing
contribution from sea quarks and gluons, which is universal. Meson interactions are important
in later stages of the air shower so the difference at the lower energies is important. The effect of
the meson interaction length is found to mostly appear in the so-called muon production profile
(Fig. 10.15-right). It shows how the longer meson interaction length in Sibyll at the energies
where meson interactions take place, moves muon production deeper into the atmosphere. The
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Figure 10.14: Left: Effect of different interaction lengths on Xmax at the highest energies. The interaction
lengths were only exchanged for proton primaries, the difference in the iron prediction is due to
different binning. Right: Comparison of the proton, pion and kaon cross section with air in Sibyll 2.3
and the COMPETE model [16].
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Figure 10.15: Effect of the meson interaction lengths in Sibyll and the COMPETE model from the
Review of Particle Physics 2014 [16].
total number of muons at ground is left unchanged from the modification. The effect on Xmax
is negligible (Fig. 10.15), which is expected because the early interactions that define the em.
component and Xmax are proton interactions. It should be added that the models for meson
interactions are relatively unconstrained, since there are only few measurements available. The
largest constraint comes from within the models through the link between meson and proton
interactions.
In Sect. 8 the extended Glauber calculation that now includes inelastic intermediate states
was presented. Although the production cross section does not change by much and thereby
the interaction length (see Fig. 10.1), there might still be a significant change in Xmax due to the
increase of the diffractive cross section. This can be seen on the left in Fig. 10.16 where Xmax is
compared between Sibyll 2.3, Sibyll 2.1 and a modified version of the new model where only
nuclear diffraction is treated according to the old model. On the right the longitudinal shower
profiles are compared between these models. Due to the enhanced cross section for nuclear
diffraction, the showers in Sibyll 2.3 are more penetrating.
10.2 Inclusive atmospheric fluxes
The predictions for the atmospheric fluxes of muons and neutrinos shown here were calculated
with a matrix representation of the cascade equations introduced in Sect. 2.4. Details can be
found in Ref. [134, 135] or the thesis of A. Fedynitch [136].
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Figure 10.16: Left: Average depth of shower maximum between Sibyll 2.1, Sibyll 2.3 and an inter-
mediate model without the extended Glauber calculation. In particular diffraction dissociation in that
model is sampled as incoherent only (see Sect. 8). For each interacting nucleon the probability of an
diffractive interaction is determined from the hadron nucleon cross section. Right: Shower profiles
between Sibyll 2.3 with and without inelastic intermediate states and coherent diffraction.








































Figure 10.17: Atmospheric flux of muon neutrinos separated by components. The calculation was
done with the a development version of Sibyll 2.3 [135].
The improvement of the description of the muon flux and charge ratio at low energies was
part of the motivation to include the explicit treatment of beam remnants. The prompt neutrino
component from charm decays is the reason charm production was introduced.
10.2.1 Atmospheric neutrino flux
In Fig. 10.17 the flux of muon neutrinos in the energy range from 100 GeV up to 1 EeV is shown.
The flux is separated into the contributions from the different components, that are responsible
for some of the features in the spectrum. The effect of the charmed particles is visible in the
break of the spectrum between 100 TeV and 1 PeV.
In Fig. 10.18 the component of the flux due to charmed hadrons is shown separately in order
to compare the prediction by Sibyll with other models. The predictions by Sibyll are all at the
lower end. Sibyll 2.3-PL in the figure represents the prediction of the charm model in Sibyll,
assuming that the interactions producing charm are all point-like (PL) interactions. In that case
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Figure 10.18: Prompt component of the atmospheric flux of muon neutrinos in different models [135].
the production of charm in proton proton collisions can be translated to proton air by rescaling it
with the number of interacting nucleons. This corresponds to the procedure used in most other
models [134].
10.2.2 Atmospheric muon production and charge ratio
The prediction of the flux of muons in the atmosphere is shown in Fig. 10.19, separated by
components as well. The main difference to the neutrino flux is that the prompt component is
dominated by the µ+µ− decay of unflavored resonances not charmed hadrons.
Another difference is, that the dominant contribution at low energies is always the decay of
pions, while for neutrinos there is a transition between pion and kaon dominated regions at
around 100 GeV. This is due to the effect of the mass difference on the 2-body decay kinematic.
The closer the mass of one of the final state particles is to the parent hadrons mass, the larger the
average fraction of the energy it carries will be. Since the muon mass is close to the pion mass,
the energy fraction of the muon in pion decay is on average 〈Eµ〉/Eπ = 0.79 . For kaon decay it is
〈Eµ〉/EK = 0.52 . At high energy the re-interaction of pions is more likely than decay so muons
or neutrinos with that energy are unlikely to be produced. Therefore there is a break in the
pion/kaon contribution to the lepton spectrum. The difference in the decay length of pions and
kaons means the break occurs at different energies. For muons the difference is compensated by
the difference in the energy fraction, for neutrinos it is enhanced.
The shift of the relative contribution of pions and kaons to the flux of muons is also responsi-
ble for the change in the charge ratio the muons, that can be seen in Fig. 10.20 on the left. Since
the charge ratio is larger for kaons than for pions (K− can only be produced from sea flavors),
the muon charge ratio increases at the energy where the contribution from kaon decays increases
(≈ 1 TeV). Compared to the measurements, the charge ratio is generally a little too high in the
new model.
In Fig. 10.20, on the left, the flux of muons at low energy is shown [137]. The measurement
is binned in zenith angle. The predictions shown are Sibyll 2.3 and different models for the
primary flux.
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Figure 10.19: Atmospheric flux of muons separated by components. The calculation was done with a
development version of Sibyll 2.3 [135].
Figure 10.20: Left: Energy spectrum of atmospheric muons at low energy. Predictions are calculated
with Sibyll 2.3 and different primary flux models [138, 139, 140]. Data are separated in zenith angles,
measured in L3+C [137]. Right: Charge ratio of atmospheric muons. Measurements are typically done
underground [141, 137, 142].
Chapter 11
Conclusion
The subject of this work was the study of hadronic interactions in the light of the new LHC
data and additional fixed target measurements and the influence of the new knowledge on
multiparticle production on the interpretation of measurements of cosmic rays and atmospheric
muons and neutrinos. Hadronic interactions were treated in the framework of the interaction
model Sibyll. The microscopic picture underlying the model was presented briefly. Several
shortcomings of the model and new data from LHC and fixed target experiments served as mo-
tivation for its extension. Among those were the transverse momentum distributions, the related
parton distribution functions and the cross section for minijet production. In the new version
of the model, Sibyll 2.3, the cross section and the transverse momentum spectra measured at
accelerators are consistently better reproduced. In addition the new cross section was shown to
be compatible with the air shower based measurements at the Pierre Auger Observatory.
The larger part of the model extensions were motivated by the input from air shower simula-
tions and atmospheric flux calculations.
In the case of air showers, it has been noticed on multiple occasions that the interpretation of
observables constructed from the electromagnetic shower component is inconsistent with observ-
ables determined by the hadronic component. This discrepancy suggests that some aspects of
hadronic interactions, that are important in the development of an air shower, are not reproduced
well enough in the interaction models. Because the hadronic component is measured through
the muons, this discrepancy translates to a mismatch between the number of muons for a given
electromagnetic shower signal between simulations and data.
In this work two mechanisms that have been suggested to influence the number of muons
before were investigated. One is the production of baryons, the other is the ratio of leading
neutral ρ-mesons to neutral pions in meson interactions. Both were found to be misrepresented
in the original Sibyll model. Extensions to the model were developed and shown to be able to
rectify shortcomings of the model with respect to measurements at accelerators. The resulting
effect on the number of muons in air showers, between the old model and the new one, was
shown to be of the order of 60 %. In general, the predictions on the muon number by the new
version of Sibyll agree very well with the predictions of other models that already include an
improved description of these effects. But there are also significant differences in the depth of
shower maximum.
Whether the mismatch between simulations and data for air showers is solved by this in-
crease in muon number, unfortunately, can not be said. This has several reasons. One is, that the
number of muons, that was calculated in this work, is the total number of muons. In air shower
experiments, however, mainly quantities related to the density of muons in a given lateral dis-
tance range are measured and the correction of detector effects are not always included. It was
shown that the increase in muon number affects mostly low energy muons. So, depending on
the energy threshold of the measurement the observed increase may be smaller. Only a detailed
analysis of individual measurements will show if the improvements are sufficient.
The second, more important, reason is that the data from laboratory experiments on the ρ/π
ratio are insufficient. The relative enhancement of the production of leading ρ0 to leading π0
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was unambiguously shown in the NA22 measurement. However, this measurement was done
for pion proton collisions, while the interactions in air showers have a nuclear target: air. For
pion nucleus interactions only half of the needed information is known. The NA61 collaboration
confirms the forward production of ρ0 in their measurement of π− carbon interactions, but
unfortunately no measurement of neutral pions was possible. Compared to the models tuned to
the pion proton measurement, the pion carbon data show even more ρ production in forward
direction. Without having a measurement of the neutral pions this can mean two things. First,
the ratio ρ to π could be larger for nuclear targets, or secondly, the ratio could be the same and
the suppression of forward particle production on nuclear targets is too strong in the models.
The first case was shown to increase the number of muons even more, by about 100 % relative
to Sibyll 2.1. Until pion nuclear interactions are measured in more detail, the prediction of the
number of muons by interaction models remains very uncertain.
The case of inclusive fluxes of muons and neutrinos was mentioned only briefly. The mea-
surement of the first astrophysical neutrinos in the IceCube experiment served as motivation
to revisit a previous implementation of the production of charmed hadrons in Sibyll. The old
model was only tuned to low energy data, so it was not surprising that comparisons with recent
LHC measurements of charmed hadron production, revealed that the model did not work at
high energy. The production of charmed hadrons in air showers, therefore, was underestimated
by a large amount. Due to the short lifetime and the decay into muons and neutrinos, decay of
charmed hadrons in the atmosphere constitutes a large background to the IceCube measurement.
The new model reproduces charm measurements well. The corresponding flux of neutrinos in
the atmosphere was shown to be the lowest of all contemporary model predictions. It remains
to be seen what the effect on the measurement of the astrophysical flux in IceCube will be.
Obtaining a good description of the inclusive flux of muons and the charge ratio of these
muons in the atmosphere was part of the motivation for the inclusion of beam remnants in the
treatment of leading particles in the new version of Sibyll. Since cosmic rays are positively
charged the muon charge ratio is larger than one. How much larger depends on the treatment
of leading particles in the interactions and the mass composition of the primary cosmic ray flux.
In particular, it depends on the charge ratio of pions and kaons in the forward fragmentation
region. Both, the measured atmospheric charge ratio of muons or the pion or kaon charge ratios
measured in laboratory experiments were not represented well in the old model. With the new
treatment of beam remnants introduced with this thesis, the description of laboratory experi-
ments was shown to improve. However, the atmospheric charge ratio was shown to be still too
large in the model prediction.
Another reason for the extension of the old Sibyll model is the aim of achieving a self consis-
tent implementation of the underlying concepts and theoretical ideas. This served as part of the
motivation to include so-called inelastic screening effects in the calculation of the hadron-nuclear
cross sections.
Next to the successful extension of the model in certain key aspects, motivated by the require-
ments in particle astrophysics, the limitations of the model became evident on several occasions.
For example, the comparison with the measurements of the multiplicity distribution at the LHC
shows, that the effective saturation model used in Sibyll is not sufficiently limiting the number
of parton interactions in central collisions.
In addition, the distribution of charged particles in pseudorapidity was shown to be consis-
tently too narrow. Compared to the overestimation of parton scattering this is a more serious
problem for applications in air shower physics. While the region in pseudorapidity, where the de-
viations from the measurement occurs, has no direct influence on the development of air showers,
it is nevertheless linked to the forward region through energy conservation and thereby changes
the shower development. In particular, the prediction of 〈Xmax〉 was argued to be affected by this.
To summarize, in short, a new version of the hadronic interaction model Sibyll has been
developed and extensively tested. While the fundamentals of the model were left unchanged,
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key processes and aspects, deemed important for air shower development, were updated and
extended. The new model improved the description of hadronic interactions in most aspects,
although some of the shortcomings of the previous model are still present. The predictions by the
new model indicate that a more consistent interpretation of different air shower measurements
will be possible and that the atmospheric neutrino flux due to charm hadrons may be lower than
previously thought.
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The parameters listed here reflect the situation in Sibyll 2.3.
A.1.1 Cross section
A.1.2 Fragmentation parameters
The parameters of string fragmentation in are changed in certain configurations (e.g. minijets).
The default parameters are given in Tab. A.4. Parameters of the Lund fragmentation function
are a = 0.8 and b = 0.5.
A.2 Particle listings
A.2.1 Final state particles
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Table A.1: Table of the parameters in the pp cross section model of Sibyll 2.3. The corresponding
equations are shown in Sect. 3.1.
Model process symbol value
density profiles:
hard scattering νh 0.77
µh -8.8
soft scattering (first term) νs1 3.175
µs1 0.25
soft scattering (second term) νs2 0.5
µs1 0.9
hard cross section





higher order correction K 2.0
soft cross section
X 49.89
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Table A.2: Table of the parameters in the πp cross section model of Sibyll 2.3
Process parameter name value
density profiles:
hard scattering νh 1.0
µh -8.8
soft scattering (first term) νs1 2.29
µs1 0.25
soft scattering (second term) νs2 0.55
µs1 0.9
hard cross section
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Table A.3: Table of the parameters in the Kp cross section model of Sibyll 2.3.
Process parameter name value
density profiles:
hard scattering νh 1.0
µh -8.8
soft scattering (first term) νs1 1.188
µs1 0.25
soft scattering (second term) νs2 0.5
µs1 0.9
hard cross section





higher order correction K 2.0
soft cross section
X 21.60
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Table A.5: Table of final state particles from Sibyll 2.1. Mesons and non hadronic particles on the left,
baryons on the right.
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Table A.6: Table of charmed particles in the new Sibyll 2.3.
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Table A.7: Table of resonances in Sibyll 2.3.
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